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Abstract

Women in remarried relationships involving their natural

children are becoming less and less of a unique group in

modern day society. For some women, the reorganization

required by a remarriage is completed with very little

debilitating stress. For others, being a remarried woman is

being involved in new and often frightening relationships

with a husband, one's natural children as wetl as

stepchildren, ex-spouses, relatives, and even the community at

large.

The purpose of this study is to examine the remarried

v/omen in today's world dealing with the various aspects of

their remarried relationships. The study includes a revíew

of the literature available at this time on the topicr âs

well as a series of I0 interviews conducted with remarried

v/omen who have brought their natural children with them to

the remarriage" The results of the interviews are then

related to the conclusions put forth in the review of the

literature. FinalIy, an overall summary of the conclusions,

implications, and reconìmendations of this study as they

relate to the contemporary woman, is presented"

Both Iiterature and- interview findings indicate that for

the most part women are happy and do not regret their

decision to remarry. Although there are stresses and crises
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which may accompany remarriage relationships, these \^Iomen

attempt to cope with the various situations head-on and with

great courage. This study provides an informative look at

the complexities of remarriag.e relationships today and as

they continue into the future.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Divorce and remarriage have become common events in

North American society. Close to 50å of new first-marriage

partners may ultimately divorce (Mott and Moore' I9B3'

p.427 ) . Most divorced \^¡omen, particularly those in the

younger age brackets, will ultimately remarry, most often

within 2 to 3 years following a divorce (fent , L9B0 ) "

According to Weingarten (1980), over one and one half million

adults remarry each year and of these remarriagêS, 60å

involve an adult with physical custody of one or more

children under 18 years of age and another 20 percent involve

a non-custodial parent. Thus well over a half million adults

become stepparents of one or more children annually. Yet'

regardless of whatever distinct and unique situation a hToman

may find herself in, it. is correct to assume that she will

accept the major responsibility for the success or breakdown

of her remarriage.

V\iomen have unrealistic expectations of themselves,

expectations which may evolve into a code they feel they must

live by. As Visher and Visher (1970 ) have concluded' \domen

expect themselves to make up to the children for the upset in

theír family caused by the divorce. They attempt to create a

close-knit, happy familyr äs close as possible to what they

see as the norm, that is the intact family. They feel

responsible for the emotional well-beíng of all members of

1
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theír family and do not recognize the impossibility of their

theory. Vüomen also set out to disprove the "wicked

stepmother myth" (Schulman, L979, P. 2I3) . They expect to

love their stepchildren instantly and equally to their

natural children, and to be loved in return.

For some vüomen, the reorganization required by a

remarriage is completed with a relatively small amount of

debilitating stress. However, this group represents the

minority. In fact, for most individuals, being a remarried

h/oman and very like1y a remarried parent, is a difficult and

complex transition. Crises appear every inch of the way aS

byproducts of the relationships with their partners, their

children and stepchildren, their ex-spouses, their relatives,

and even by society in general. It is these women who are

the focus of this studY.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study is to examine the remarried

woman in today's society. The study wiLl focus primarily

upon Ìdomen who have physical cusLody of their children from

the previous marriage, within their remarriage.

Delimitation of the S tudv

The impact of remarriage on the American famíly

structure is only now beginning to receive attention, despite

the overwhelming numbers of women who experience remarriage

(Mott and Moore, 1983, P.428). OnIy a few researchers have

attempted to develop a theory to explain the determinants of
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remarriage" Weingarten (1980) quotes Cherlin (1978, P.534)

as noting that remarriage has been virtually ignored in the

sociological family Iiterature, and PIeek (1980:8) as arguing

that "of all new famíly forms, the remarried family most

needed further research". Goetting (I979, P.413) speaks of

the ex-spouse relationship among remarriage relationships in

general, in this manner:

"There is clearly a dearth of information on the
former spouse relationship and on other relation-
ships created by divorce. Additional research ín
this general area would aIlow us to understand
better the impact of divorce on members of our
society. "

Textbooks are beginning to deal directly with the

subject of remarriage, Treating the Remarríed Family by Sager

et aI (1983) being a prime example. Typically in the past'

coverage of the topic has been restricted to a few pages in a

chapter on divorce, and references usually made to studies,

at least a decade or more old. For examPle, one of the most

famous studies, Jesse Bernard's Remarriage (1956) is out of

date, centering much of its information around post-war

ideology. NearIy every discussíon of remarriage which this

writer has encountered has devoted the greatest amount of

space to three basics the well-being of husband and wife'

stepparenting, and remarriage prospects for success "

According to the literature these topics cover the entire

spectrum of remarriage"
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According to Visher and Visher (1979 ' P.36):

"A search of the literature has revealed only a
Iimited number of serious scientific studies with
direct applicability to some aspect of stepfamily
relationships " "

Their survey of all available literature in L979 led

them to conclude:

"... how limited the research is on stepfamily
relationships.. " Systematic inquiry is needed to
test the validity of clinical impressions and
resultant assumptions. such studies have not yet
been done." 1p.49)

The focus of this study ís nearly impossible to locate

within the available research material. The topic was

selected because it. appeared that women in remarried

relationships who have brought to their remarriage, children

from a previous marriâge, are in the majority. And this

writer's opinion has been verified. "Divorced mothers

typically retain custody of their children. " (Messinger'

1976, p.Lg/); "A man who marries a mother marries a package

mother and children" More than one-ha1f of today's

remarrying women have children under 18. " (Simon , 1964,

p.123); "The most coflìmon pattern in stepf amilies is for the

new stepfather to join a unit in which the children have been

living with their natural mother in a mother-headed

household." (Visher and Vísher, L979 ' p.37)

Thus, despite recognízing the existence of this

situation, there is almost no materj-al on these women.

Research has been confíned to ste rinq as the aspect
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of \^romen in remarriage to be examined. Studíes of women ín

remarriages with their natural children' are only evident as

byproducts of part-time stepmothering, in discussions of

"her children versus his children", or in appraisals of the

woman's relationship wíth her ex-spouse" The remarried woman

who has her natural chíldren with her and is not a

stepmother, is an overlooked topic. Only the chapter devoted

mainly to this \,üoman in Visher and Visher (1979) appears to

examine this issue.

The predicament outlined above Ied this writer to

initiate a DIALOG computer search at the University of

Manitoba libraryr oIì the topic of the remarried \doman in

today's society, with special emphasis placed upon the

remarried \tloman who has retained custody of her natural

children" All available sociological, psychological, medical

and educational abstracts within the last 15 years were

tapped, using descriptors and./or review" The analysis

originated in PaIo Alto, california, and after I week

supplied a l ist of 62 citations of which 34 \iìlere

inappropriate (for example, the History of Judeo-Christian

Divorcing), 4 were unavailable at this time, and the

remaíning 22 had already been examíned t Qx \^lere easily

located at this city's major libraríes. In summation,

although all avenues were explored/ one fact remaj-ns.

There is a severe paucity of research done on women in

remarriage relationships.
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VaIue of the Studv

Women who have custody of their natural children and are

involved in a remarriage are virtually ignored as a topic in

the available literature. The reasons for this absence can

only be hypothesized as follows:

a) They all have adjusted remarkably well and therefore it

is assumed they are not in need of any direction or

guidance.

b) They have not adjusted well at aII to the various

remarríage relationships, but have simply not been

researched.

c) They have not adjusted weII, yet have not been researched

because stepmothering is a much more controversial issue"

d ) Stepmothering is seen as the only concern when a woman

remarries.

In contrast then, the value of this study lies in

examining the woman'S emotíonal relatíonships with her

husband, her children, his children (when applicable), her

ex-spouse, her relatives and society at large. Perhaps this

study wilI provide a unique contribution to the literature on

remarriage, simply because it will deal with a topic which

researchers have overlooked"

Definition of Terms

Blended or Stepfamily This is a family which is comprised

of two adults who are not the natural parents to all the

children, and their children" It is the merging of parts of
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two previous, completely separate families"

Intact. family - This is a family where the mother and father

are natural parents to aII of the children" It is generally

the first marriage for both adults.

Natural parent This is the biological parent 
"

Absentee parent - This is a child's natural parent who does

not reside with the chitd.

Extended family - This is the network of grandparents and

relations whích surround the nuclear family.

Sole custody This is when one natural parent has prime

responsibility for the physical upbringing of his or her

child.
,Joint custody This is when both natural parents share in

t.he phyiscal upbringing of theír child"

The Body of the Study

The body of the study is presented in Chapters ll, III,

and IV.

In Chapter II a review of the currently available

literature pertaining specifíca1Iy to women in remarried

relationships is presented" This overview is restricted to

women who have experienced divorce rather than the death of a

spouser âs the initiating cause of their single status"

Through the literature a gtimpse of the overall picture of

the remarried woman in today's society is provided.

Remarriage as a family model in our society is introduced.

The various reasons why women seek to remarry, and the
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prognosis for the success of their remarriage, is discussed.

The conclusions of researchers such as G1enn and Weaver

(L977), V{eingarten (1980), and Spanier and Furstenberg (1982)

on the happiness and well-being of women in remarriage is

also included.

This writer focuses on \^romen who have brought to their

remarriage a child or children from a previous marriage.

From the paucity of material whích does exist on this unique

topicr ârr overview of a remarried woman in her relationships

with her husband, her own children, her ex-spouse, her

extended family and her community is presented. The

complications and implications in connection with her

husband's part-time, visiting children t oÍ her husband's

fu11-time, live-in children, are also discussed.

The content of chapter III explains and discusses the

interviewing which has been undertaken to provide data for

this study. Included is the rationale behind the interviews,

preparing for the interview, the manner of presentation, the

structuring of the intervíew, the reactions and opinions of

the interviewees, and finally, a copy of the interview itself

plus the proposed interview category format"

The interview includes data on the following topics:

a) prevíous marital history and current situation.

b) perceptions of the stresses of remarríed life, for

example, in relationships with current spouse, natural

children, stepchildren' ex-spouse and his wife, and
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extended family"

c) advice to another woman new to this situation.

d) coping mechanisms of the remarried woman"

In Chapter IV the data collected from the interviews is

presented, including the results of the findings. The data

is categorized under certain topi-c headings, for example,

relevant marital history, positive adjustments and overall

well-being, problem areas, coping mechanisms, feminist versus

traditional ideology, and a miscellaneous section including

role adjustment and suggesting advice to others. The results

are stated in an effort to suggest possible conclusions

and/or implications concerning the remarried woman.

Summati-on

Chapter V comprises the final section of

this sectíon, the wríter endeavours:

a) To correlate the results suggested by the

the conclusions presented in the review of

b) To provide an overall summary of the

implications, and recommendations of this

relate to the remarried woman of today.

the study. In

ínterviews and

the literature.

conclusions,

study as they
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ChaPter I1

Review of the Líterature

"Being remarried is part of the vast social experiment

of the twentieth century. Wíth an almost breathless urgency

remarriage as a way of life has become viable for more people

than ever in our known history. " (Simon , 1964, p.67 )

Remarriage occurs amongi people from different economic

backgrounds, of different ages, with different Iife hístories
and different religious and moral values " Yet remarríage is

often perceíved as deviant because of society's inability to

cope with it.

Society does not appear able to deal with divorce or
remarriage in the ritualized manner with which it
copes with birth, marriage and death, which society
views as natural stages in the life cycle. There
seems to be little realization of the fact that
people change and grow all through life, and with
such change and growth new needs and goals develop
often requíring different marital partners and life
styles" (ouberman, L975' p.3)

The blended family is not a carbon copy of the intact

family, although it often strives to be. Remarried families

make self-conscious and síncere efforts to handle their

unique problems, while appearing in the guise of an "intact"

family" According to Visher and Visher (1979), the only

similarity between the fírst married intact family and

remarried blended family models is that both contain an adult

couple in the household" In a remarried family all- members

have suffered a loss of a previous relationship" In cases of

divorce, one parent lives outside the remarried famíIy unit'
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and although there is an adult couple in the home' the

relationship between the adults and their natural children

predates the couple relationship"

Two-thirds of divorced vüomen choose remarriage as the

path most often followed after divorce (Ambert , L980 ) . They

approach a remarriage with 1ove, trust, confidence' and the

hope that the new marriage will provide them with everything

the first marriage faíIed to produce" Wít.hin this chapter'

through an examination of current related lj-terature, the

rationale behind a woman'S remarriage and her well-being in

it, the various relationships in progress as a result of the

remarriage, and in particular, a focus upon the lives of

women who have brought their natural children wíth them to

their remarriagêsr is discussed"

Motivations for Remarriage

Research relating

been sparse, despite

decide to remarry are

involve a mixture of

factors "

Psychological Factors

to the motivations for remarriage has

the fact that the reasons why women

extensive and complex" The reasons

psychological, social, and economic

According to Seagrave's findings in Sager et aI (1983),

the pain of separation and not being connected to a mate may

cause unhappiness and loss of emotional stability. Many

formerly married women fear to be alone, feel rejected, lose
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interest in their personal hygiene, in their living

environment or go to irrational ends to win back their mate.

The void left by a former spouse can be devastating (Sager et

al , 1983, p. 60).

Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum (I977), WiIliams and Ohern

(1979), Shamgar-Handelman (L982) and Sager et aI (I983) all

worked with remarried women and couples" They stated that the

promise of a caring and loving rel-ationshipr âs well as the

desire and need to be with a specific person, are the prime

motivations for remarriage. Part of the appeal of the ne\'v

love may be the desire to have a family or help with

childcare, the promise of domestic peace, the desire for

reliable companionship, and the protection from loneliness.

Many \^/omen remarry to prove to themselves, their ex-spouses'

and socíety in general, that they can be successful in a

marriage, they are worthy of being cherished and loved by

another man, and they are not a failure, personally, socíally

or maritally.

Shamgar-Handelman (L9BZ) studied reasons for remarriage

among Israeli war-widows during L970-75. She found that

women are motivated to remarry because they firmly believe

they must find a new "father" for their children. They wish

to repair the damage done to their families. They see their

role in life as wife, mother, and homemaker" The loss of a

husband has destroyed the stability of their lives and the

pivotal point for their activities and self-fulfi1lment"
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brought on by the loss

Social Factors

The need for more social acceptance in certain groups or

sub-systems of our socj-ety is also a motivating factor for

women. North American society is primarily a couple's world

and \úomen are social beings (Williams and Ohern, L979) "

External pressures form one'S family or friends t ot the need

for peer status I RâY encourage a woman to seek a ne\,v husband

in order to once again gain respectability" She may yearn to

dispense with the "meat auction block" of singles weekends'

and bars and clubs with their questionable reputationsr and

instead seek the dependability and virtue of marriage (Sager

et al, 1983).

Economic Factors

From studies done in the U.S.A" it appears that
divorced \^zomen who are weak in ability to support
themselves are the most 1íkely to remarry and women
who are more independent financially are less
likely to remarry, perhaps because they need
marriage Iess... A woman with a low income and
education may be helped by remarriage, as she may
not be otherwise well equipped to support
herself. . " " Ambert, 1980, p" 189 )

Thus researchers, for example Ambert (1980) and Mott and

Moore ( 1983 ) , assumed a dichotomy between marriage and high

to low economic stability" Mott and Moore (r983) interviewed

a group of 238 womery between 1968 L973 during the first 5

years following their first divorce. They found

as the only

of the male

way to repair

figure.

T3

the damage

that many

financialwomen consider remarriage a chance to gain
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security for themselves and their children. Specífically'
for a "low wage" woman, a chíef gaín in a remarriage is the

ability to stay home, raise the children, and generally

maintain the home. On the other hand, a "high !üage" or

"career" woman, whose potential earnings are adequate or

above average, wilt not view remarriage as an economic

situation, and her incentive to remarry will not necessarily

be financially rooted. She will expect to continue her

career aS a complement to her marriage rather than a

substitute, and wíI1 be marrying for psychological reasons

rather than economic.

In summary, according to researchers, the psychological,

social and economic determinants, pIaY a significant role in

motivating a woman to remarry. Although each situation is

different, women enter remarriages possessing a very

different rationale than when they marríed for the first

time.

I¡]e11-Being Among Remarried Women

During this writer's review of the literature, it has

beome apparent that a handful of researchers have directed

themselves exclusively to the study of the welI-beíng among

remarried men and women after divorce. The overall opinion

is that remarried women as a group' are more likely than

those in first marriages to say they are happy with their

present lives (Duberman, I975) " Due to the residual effects
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of earlier divorce trauma, remarried women are apt to think

they are gaining a great deal from their second union.

Perhaps remarried people are more appreciative of
their situations than people married only once.
They have experienced the loneliness and ambiguity
of the single adult in American society. They have
learned to modify expectations so they more
closely resemble reality. Most of them are
grateful to become half of a "couple" again.
(Duberman, I975, p.104)

Remarriage often follows a period of cohabitation with

the new spouse. It is a complex partnership, where conflict

is to be expected, and open communication about past and

present, personal and family issues is essentía1. It

requires flexibility of partners, and will produce personal

growth, greater maturity and knowl-edge in both men and women.

Women wísh to reflect a sense of well-earned peace and well-

being within their remarriage.

Glenn and Weaver conducted a study ín L973 through L975,

to provide evidence from three United States national surveys

on the reported marital happiness of divorced persons who

have remarried. They began with two working hypotheses:

a) Divorced persons in remarriage will report less marital

happiness, as a whole, than persons in other marriages"

b) Remarried females, as a whole. wilI evaluate their

marriages less positively than remarried males.

The surveys gathered information through face-to-face

interviews with persons age 18 and o1der, (single, married,
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divorce and remarried) of the nonínstitutionlized civilian

population of the United States"

The findings revealed that remarried males are somewhat

better statisfied with their marriages than remarried females-

However, men and women in remarriages are apt to overreport

their marital happiness in a remarriage. Yet in contrast,

never-divorced white females appear more satisfied with their

marriages than previously divorced white females. Glenn and

Weaver tentatively concluded that for women who remarryt

prospects for good marriages seem fairly highr ând their

findings indicate that married persons report greater

happiness than any category of unmarried persons. Thus' they

have concluded that men and women do report a sense of well-

being and a high mean level of marital happiness, in either a

first marriage or a remarriage"

In contrast to Gtenn a-nd Weaver, Weingarten's study

examined the relationship between being remarried and

successful adult functionirg, in terms of feelings of well-

being.

Data for Weingarten's study was collected through the

University of Michigan in L976, by a 90 minute, structured

interview with 184 white adults, who \'\iere remarried after

divorce. "The complex configuration of results.. " indicates

that the remarried are remarkably similar to first-marrieds

in most aspects of morale and dissimí1ar primarily with

respect to past distress and feelings of role inadequacy. "
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(Weingarten, 1980, p.555). Even though it is recognized that

remarried adults, men and women alíke, have experienced more

dífficult times than the newly married, it. seems as if they

have mastered the trauma of dívorce. Their level of

happiness, self-esteem, and future optimism, indicates the

success of their coping mechanisms" Hence' according to

Weingarten, this representatíve sample of remarried adults'

íllustrated that remarríed persons are scoring above averaget

with respect to such aspects of their remarriage as their

sexual relationship, their parenting, and their overall

feeling of happiness and current well-being-

Spaníer and Furstenberg compiled a longitudinal study of

adjustment to marital separation, divorce and remarríage. In

L979, 180 separated persons in Central County, Pennsylvania'

who had separated between January, L975 and April, L977, took

part by interview, in this study" It dealt with such facets

of remarriagie as lífe satisfaction, saLisfaction with health,

suicide propensity, and changes in habits.

The tables presented ín this study indicate' that

divorced persons in general tend to report enhanced welI-

being following their divorce. It seems that individuals who

report having initiated theír divorce' are not any happier

than those who do not. There ís substantial evidence as

wel1, that well-being and marital quality are significantly

related, because six of the eight measures of well-being are
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positively related to marital adjustment.

Spanier and Furstenberg concluded, that men and women

report greater well-being 3 or 4 years after their final

separation, regardless of the marital status. There appears

to be no difference between men and women t ot between persons

with children in theír household or without children. They

did suggest, however, that individuals with the greatesL we1I-

beíng, are most likely to be remarried 3 or 4 years after

their final separation. Furthermore' remarried persons may

use different reference points to judge their current welI-

being. That is, in comparison to a poor first marriage'

their current evaluation of well-being may be enhanced if the

remarríage is successful.

Thus, despite the fact that the three studies reviewed

above, v/ere conducted as a result of differing hypotheses'

contaj-ned differing focal points in their survey content'

were situated in separate areas of the United States, and in

different years, the results are remarkably similar" Women

are exhibiting marital happiness and well-being in their

remarriages according to the current literature"

The ¡tarital Relationship

In

Adams and

LuciIle Duberman's The Reconstituted Famí 1v (197s)

The heart of the American family is the marital
relationship itself. Because of the great value

Wierath (p"46) comment:
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which North Americans place on the husband-wife
relationship, the success of this relationship is
believed to determine family stability. There is
no reason to expect that the stability of a
blended family be less dependent on the
relationship between husband and wífe than that of
an intact familY.

According to Jesse Bernard (1956) willingnessr oD the part of

the divorced to work hard at making the second marriage a

success r mây be a significant factor in achieving that

success. The motivation may stem from various corners, for

example, the attempt to prove to themselves that they are not
\

to blame for the failure of the first marriage" If changes

are required these individuals are willing to make them, for

there ís most often a mutual determination by the couple to

make the marríage work.

In The Reconstituted tr'amily (1975) , Duberman reported on

her work with remarried couples. Every couple had been gÍven

a Husband-Wife Relationship Score (HWRS) ' to illustrate how

happy they are' this being categorized as. poor to good or

excellent. Forty-six percent of t.he couples Duberman tested

report poor to good relationships, while the remaining 542

report excellent relationships. The fifty-four percent who

rate themselves as excellent may be a bit too high, because

they are trying to impress the interviewer' or refusing to

acknowledge poor relationships. Also, the investigator may

hold different standards from those held by the particular

couple" In essence, most couples are found to be very much

aware of the state of their relationship.
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The remarried couples Duberman worl<ed with recognize that

they have good marriages, and generally they are appreciative

of their relationships. They feel their disagreements are no

different from those in any intact marriage, their major

problems being child-rearing, money, sexual relations,

religion, political differences, outsiders and recreation

(many of these areas to be examined in closer detail in a

Iater sub-section of this chapter ) "

Duberman (p. A0-46 ) sa\^I the husband-wif e relationship as

a dependent variable" Factors which can affect the

relationship include: The educational level of husband and

wife, the ages of each partner, the religions of each' the

length of previous marriages, previous marital statusr the

sex of their chíldren, the present residence of their

childrenr êS well as their socio-economic status. To comment

briefly on a few of the factors:

a ) CoI lege educated remarried \^/omen are slightly less

satisfied with their second marriages than those with

high school or less education"

b) Age is not a factor. Women average age 33"7 at tírne of

remarriage whíIe men are about 36.8 years of age.

c ) There is no difference in marital satisfaction among

various religious groups"

d) The length of a previous marriage is not a factor.

e) Previous marital status is a factor" Divorced people

remarry more quíckly than widowed people "
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f ) Studies have shown that good marital adjustment increases

with social status. The higher the c1ass, the higher the

rating for husband-wife relationships"

The remarried woman in her marital relationship, is one

of the few areas which has been examíned by authors,

researchers, and clinicj-ans. Bernard (1956), Simon (L964),

Lowe ( 1970 ) ' Baer (L972) , Maddox (I976) , Mayleas (L977 \ ,

Noble and Noble (1977 ) , Rosenbaum and Rosebaum (1977 ) , Visher

and Visher (L979), and Willíams and ohern (L979), to name a

few, are people who have studied and reported upon the lives

of women who are remarried. Most often their slant, through

anecdotal discussion, has been toward stepmothering, rather

than simply "wifing. "

According to Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum (1977 ) , building a

strong marriage is a pre-requisite to the success of a

remarriage. To them a so1id, marital, relationshíp is

interwoven with sexual love and friendship" They reiterated

time and time again that the first priority in a remarriage

is the couple themselves. As psychotogist Dana Lehman-Olson

pointed out in Noble and Noble (1977, P.102), "OnIy if a

couple's needs are being met through each other have they

energy left over for parenting"" Remarried women and men

must show understanding' acceptance and be motivated to

succeed" The relatíonship between two adults is a love

relationship which must be kept alive through tenderness'

trust, showing constant concern, and attending to the other's
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needs (Noble and Noble, L977; Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum, 1977.)

Although it. is never ímplicitly stated, the nature of

the anecdotal reporting in so many of the books reviewed,

points to the woman as the proud possessor of these virtues,

She is the one who is greatly responsible for the success of

the relationship. For example, Leonard Benson stated in

Duberman's I975 work, that there are basic obligations the

couples assume when they marry: truthfulness and

dependability, sharing the work, ê9o support and sympathy'

talking and listening, sexual satisfaction and volunteering.

All of these aspects are worked at even more relentlessly in

a remarriage. Yet, women as mates are encouraged to be direct

and open. They must be patient and tolerant, and they must

search for a partner who will futfill their needsr âs well as

those of their children"

Perhaps the simplest and most explicit treatment of a

woman in a remarried relationship, one that easily appeals to

women in all walks of life, was presented by Jean Baer in

The Second Wife (1972). In her book, she speaks of a \À¡oman

as being either an ex-wife with custody, a second wife, or a

stepmother. But to all three, she directs her key to success

ín a remarriage:

a) Make your husband feel he is the number one person in

your life. Give top priority to buitding and enriching

your personal relationship with him"
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b) Be YOU -- not some imaginary person you think he wants.

Modify, compromise and change as necessary. But do it in

terms of being yourself for you are his choice"

c) Keep romance a1j-ve.

d) Trust hím.

e) Be aware that many a man, already a father, will hesitate

to start another family with a second wife.

f) Communicate.

g) Do not allow hís ex-wife or your ex-husband to ruin the

marriage. Never compare past and present spouses.

h) Continue growing.

i ) Know that no matter what kind of children he has, you

will have trouble.
j ) Your loyalty is always to your marriage first, the

children second.

k) TeII him when your life needs adjustment.

I ) Be fully committed, knowing that commitment may hurt you.

(gaer , L972, p.35 )

Internal Pressures on the Remarried Coup1e

A remarried couple does not face a clean s1ate. No

matter how well they have worked out their personal marital

relationshíp, they do not live on an island, and therefore,

they are subject to a myriad of internal pressures which can

be a constant threat to their marriage.

Messinger (1976) and Gregg (L976) reported that the two

greatest problems of remarriage are children and fínances.
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Children are considered a permanent link to the ex-spouse.

Husbands and \,,/ives are caught between their loyalty to their

own chíldren and their desire to please a new mate'

Discipline problems are also possible in a blended

family, since compared to the new couple, previous familial

relatíonships of mother and child, may appear solid and

threateníng (Visher and Visher, 1979). Then too, hlomen feel

guilt.y about the burden their children place on their nehz

husbands financially, and men may be reluctant to reveal

their true financial assets. Money can be a very sensitive

issue, with \^Iomen putting aside funds in case of another

divorcet ot men refusing to revise their wiIls, for the same

reasons. Women who find they are remarried with less money

than when they were first married or divorced, can become

very unhappy and resentful.

Williams and ohern (L979 ) completed a series of group

counselling sessions with remarried couples. Their findings

indicated, one of the pressures surrounding a remarriage is

the issue of "prior claim" (p.9). This includes not only the

reality that there was a first spouse, but there are also

prior places, memories, relationshipsr êtc. r that must be

lived through and worked out. Visher and Visher (L979 ) also

spoke of previous bonds existing in the remarriage, which do

not include the new spouse. The couple's relationship has no

memoríes to fa]l back upon, and must have time to cement
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itself together, mature and become secure, while old memories

drift more into the background" As Vüestoff stated in Ambert

( 1980, p " 205 )

"One lives with vibrations of other people who
were part of one's old life and the new partner's
former life. There are constant reminders of the
past spent with others living ghosts that go
along with every remarriag€."

In a remarriage, both partners are more experíenced

sexually, as wel-1 as maritally. According to Ambert (1980),

they are more wílling to experiment, they have greater

variety and fewer inhibitions in their sex Iives. They are

flexible and more willing to compromise" Sager et aI (1983)

found in treating remarríed couples, that sex in a second

marriage is rarely a major problem. Sexual ennuí,

inhibition, and lack of sexual desire I are less common in

remarried couples. Often if sex does pose a problem' the

problem may be due to letting the sexual relationship of the

first marriage interfere with the remarriage" In essence'

Sager et al (1983) stated, that sexuality is better the

second time around, perhaps because it is always investigated

before marriage.

Differences in life style are basic internal pressures

on the remarried couple. Simon (L964) , Lowe ( 1970 ) ' Baer

(I972) , Maddox ( 1975 ) , Mayleas (I977 ) , Noble and Noble

(L979), and Berman (1980), to list a few, all concluded that

it is best for a remarried couple to move to a new home,

especially when there are chj-Idren involved. Too many
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memories abound in the old house. The new resídents may be

viewed as invaders, while the old residents consider

themselves the real occupants of the house. Then too, simple

matters of life styles, such as meal format, bedtime

rituals, holiday celebrations, and other traditional

routines, can become sources of pressure, if aIlowed.

Compromise must be a key factor in settling these issues.

The relationship with the ex-spouse (a topic to be

examined independently in a later sect.ion) is a major area of

difficulty for many remarried couples (l,owe, L970i Goetting

LgTg). Although a working relationship should be formed in

order to share the children they have in coÍìmon, many ex-

spouses find this area to be tense, unproductive, and a

negatíve component of the remarried husband and wife

relationship.

External Pressures on the Remarried Coup1e

Although a strong remarriage has the basis to cope with

whatever external pressures present themselves, certain areas

are nevertheless apt to appear. The negative responses from

extended family and community can result ín friction between

husband and wife (Berman , 1980 ) . As Simon (1964, P.L25)

concluded:

"Grandparents often step in after a divorce and
take care of the childrenr âs they did before that
parent's marriage. Therefore, grandparents often
feel displaced and displeased with a remarriage
and are hostile towards the new person in the
remarriage. "
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The community as well, can work for or against a

remarried couple. From the closest group of neighbours, who

approve or disapprove of the new addition to the

neighbourhood, to a religious or political affiliationr all

onlookers or outsiderS can place subtle pressure upon the

remarried familyrpressure which often may not be appreciated

or requested. AIso, family law is antiquated when dealing

with stepfamily situations " Stepfamilies have no legal

rights regarding their stepchildren, and this can create many

problems for the remarried couple (Visher and Visher, L979).

According to the researchers, women demonstrate good

relationships with their husbands, although theirs is not a

simple path to fo1low. There are j-nternal and external

forces in play at all times within the confines of the

remarried household" This writer's major criticism of the

literature reviewed, is that within the literature, the

female is often portrayed as being able to rescue herself'

her husband, and her children, from failure again, by way of

her experience, and her nearly saintlike behaviour. Whether

this is true or not remains to be seen. For now it is simply

a dífficult theory to accept.

The Remarried Woman and Her Natural Children

This

\^/Oman in
entire study is an examination of

her various relationshíps, with a

the remarried

specific focus
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being placed on the woman who enters a remarriage with

custody of her natural children. As previously stated, this

topic has been selected because of its commonality and ready

availability within our society. Surprísingly though, it is

the focus which is teast researched, most ignored and

generally overlooked, vrithin the literature which this writer

has reviewed. Neverthelessr âÍl attempt has been made to

review the material which does deal with rernarried mothers

who have no stepchildren. For this writer the natural

mothering involved in a remarriage comprises the principal

focus, not stepmothering

As a group, it is likely that remarried mothers with
no stepchildren have fewer conflicts than other
women in stepfamilies. Usually these mothers have
their children 1ivíng with them and since the man in
the household has no children, there are fewer
combinations and permutations than in stepfamilies
where both adults have children. There is no
competitiveness between groups of children, and the
stepfamily can relate to the children more as
natural children. (Visher and Vísher, L979, p. 59)

Indeed I a remarried mother and her chíldren are in a more

favourable light, when the new husband has no children"

Since the mother and her children have worked out their

relationship over a number ôf years, and there are no

visiting stepchildren, there ís little conflict over

different sets of values within the household. Love and

trust have long sínce been established, however, this does

provide the mother and her children with a past within which

the stepfather plays no part" Possibly, he might feel
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rejected, an outsider infringing upon their relationship

because of their past bonding (Satir, L972).

In Virgina Satir's (I972) work with blended families,

she found that remarried mothers are often inclined to treat

their chj-ldren as private property, thus introducing a

handicap at the very beginning. Or a \^/oman may belíeve she

does not want to impose upon her new husband in matters

related to her children, where she feels he may not

understand. This places the husband at a disadvantage again

for now he is being totally shut out.

In Simon's Stepchild in the-Famlly (1964)' she dealt,

albeit briefly, with the mother who brings children to the

remarriage. Simon stated that mothers may feel quilty about

having their new husband support their chíIdren" They may

feel there is no balance in the family' for although the

woman has married only one person, her husband has married a

family. He must financially support them (at least

partially), while she does not need to divide her fj-nances at

all.

Simon also felt that a chitd who looks too much like

his natural father, acts too much like him, or has too much

of his love or money, can antagonize his motherr âs well as a

stepfather" Thus, a child who may be financially independent

some dty, due to his natural father's contributions, could

prove very frustrating for a new husbancl-
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Simon concluded that, "the heart of the matter" (p.171)'

is a wife's love for her child by another man. This child's

attachment to his natural father may bar the stepfather from

being anything more than the mother's silent husband. Simon

fett, that for the marriage to be successful, a new husband

"... gives her a gift by acknowledging the existence of her

former husband and accepts the fact that another man fathered
the children in the house." (SímonI 1964, p.lB )

Visher and Visher (I979) indicated a possible problem in

this type of remarriage, due to the stepfather's lack of

experience with children. He is thrust instantly into

parenting and Very often blunders whenever he exerts himself"

If he withdraws, the mother is apt to feel let down and

abandoned by her husband; ot t if he stands firm, the mother

may defend her children against him. Both situtations are

stressful.

One positive aspect pointed out to Visher and Visher

(irg/g) by a mother in this type of situtation, is that she

and her husband have free time to themselves whenever her

children are visiting their natural father" She feels very

fortunate to have such an uncompticated life si.tuation, as

compared to others in stepfamily arrangements -

If a remarried mother and her husband choose to have a

child or children of their own, this may add a posítive

negative element to their marriage. If the new child is

as bringing the whole family together' cementing

or

seen

all
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relatj-onships, and providíng love and satisfaction for aIl'

then the advent of a common child is a bonus (Bernard, 1956¡

Simon, L964¡ Gardner, L977¡ Visher and Visher, L979¡ Ambertr

1980 ) " However, if a new child drives a wedge between

husband and wife, due to the husbands feelings for hís own

child versus those for his stepchildren, a new child becomes

a negative facet of the remarriage (Vísher and Visher, L979).

In conclusion, Bernard's statements of 1956 still hold

true:
In general, then, the divorced vúomen whose second
marriages r',rere reported to be successful \^7ere of
the middle cIass, married to well-educated
professional meni they \^/ere not plagued by the
problems of alternating custody as much as
divorced women whose second marriages \^/ere
reported unsuccessf ul; they \47ere intrusted more
often by the court with the custody cf their
children; and they hlere surrounded by a favourable
attitudína1 environment. (Bernard, 1956. p. 293 )

It is unfortunate, that there ís So little research

done on these hiomen, to either prove or disprove any of the

above discussion. It must be assumed, due to the dearth of

material t

is beyond

that the relationship of mother and natural child

reflection or reproach. Thís writer is not wj-llíng

based on theat this time to

review of the

assumptíons "

give any definitive statements

literature, as to the truth of these

The Remarried Woman's Relationsh.ip Wit.h Her Ex-spouse

The

difficult

relatíonship with an ex-sPouse

one for the remarried mother"

can be a very

Because of the
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children she shares with her previous husband, she is

compelled to be in contact with him in some type of

relationship for a good length of time. Maddox ( 1975, p.L26)

stated that, "arranging when and how to meet the ex-spouse is

one of today's most taxing social exercises. " Many ex-

spouses managie superficial interaction, many do not.

To many \domen their ex-husbands represent a "ghost"

within their new family, a presence forever lurking in the

shadows, although physically they know he is absent (Maddox,

1975). The ex-spouse can be a source of great irritation for

both a remarried woman and her husband. Competítion and

varying degrees of jealousy are common when one spouse has

incomplete emotj-onal divorce from the former spouse. A

woman's children can be seen as instruments and projections

of her former spouse, and may not be accepted for themselves

by the new husband (Sager et al, 1983) "

Most reseachers see positive amd negative aspects ín the

woman's relationship wíth her ex-spouse. The Crue1 Stepmothe{

( 1970 ) , by Patricia Lowe contained an excellent section

(mainly in anecdotal form) on the woman's relationship with

her ex-spouse. She stated that the remarried mother must

still talk to her ex-spouse, write to him, ancl strive for a

smooth relationship with him for the benefit of the children,

since he is st-i-ll a great inf luence in their lives.

As the remaíns of the bitterness and hatred disappear'

the relationship with the ex-spouse should improve, calm down
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and be easier for everyone" Topícs such as visitationt

religion, and education, should be less complicated, and when

the children are older, it should be possible to include them

in some of the decision-making.

Lowe indicated that money is probably the bíggest

impediment to decent, well-mannered, relationships between

ex-spouses " It can embitter in one way or another an<l

affects current spouses as well " It touches decisions about

everything and therefore it should be treated carefully.

Lowe stressed that communication is stilI the key to ex-

spousal relationships. The remarried woman must put aside

the end of her marital relationship, and look at her ex-

spouse strictly as a parent to her child, nothing more. She

must try for the welfare of her children never to erase or

slur her ex-Spouse. The best relationship a remarried woman

can have with her ex-Spouse is one of honest communication,

always for the benefit of her children"

Duberman's (f975) study tested 51 remarried women, of

whom 292 respond negatively when questioned about their ex-

spouse, 59å are indifferent, and Lzeo speak positívely. The

four variables Duberman worked with are' â9ê, length of

previous marriage, religion, and social c1ass" The only

variable causing any difference in overall outlook is age.

Younger \domen are more apt to feel indifferent or negative

toward their ex-spouses than older wives.

Duberman also indicated that the ex-husband is usually
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resented more by his former wife than by her husband. The

resentment most often centers around money, because the

remarried \^roman often feels her ex-husband should spend more

money on her children ¡ ot be more regular in his child

support payments"

Duberman concluded that the influence of an ex-spouse is

usually negative in a remarriage. The ex-husband is

considered an unwelcome intrusion on the present. Many \^/omen

go out of their way to make life unpleasant for their ex-

husband and his new wife, by influencing their children's

attitude toward the new stepmother. According to Gardner

(L977 ) , natural mothers almost predictably are rivalrous with

their children's stepmother, aside from the continuing feud

with the ex-spouse.

May leas' Rewedded BIiss (I977 ) , is a typical example of

the "HOW TO'r books readily available in bookstores today.

These books service a vast number of men and womenr who

gravitate toward books dealing with. Iife crises such as

divorce and remarriage. In her chapter on ex-spouses' which

is heavily interspersed with anecdotes which teach a lesson,

Mayleas set out certain guidelines:

a) The practice of avoidance should be respected" Declare a

"detente" between yourself and your ex-spouse"

b) Co-operate over money matters. If your current spouse and

your ex-spouse can talk civílly, Let them talk instead of

you.
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c) Avoid conversation with your children about your ex-

spouse. Do not allow your children to pit you and your ex-

spouse against one another.

d) Believe that peaceful co-existance is possible. "Vote for

avoidance where that makes Sense and opt for co-operation

when the music has to be faced.. " (May1eas , 1977 , p. 2L9)

In conclusion, Mayleas indicated that the less ex-

spouses see of each otherr talk to each other¡ or remark on

each other to the children, the better for all concerned.

She is definite about the negative aspect of the

relationship, and she advised to avoid ít, rather than

improve it.

Goetting's (I979 ) study explored the normative

intergration or lack of it, associated with the former spouse

relationship. Twenty divorced and remarried people, with

chíldren by a former marriage, take part in semi-structured

ínterviews, to describe general interaction patterns and

unusual incidents of concern' covering such topics as

perpetuation of rapport, v/illingness to associate, and

reciprocal influence in child-rearing behavj-our.

From her study, Goetting felt that the former spouse

relationship is not as lacking as has been suggested by other

researchers she has cited. However, the relationship is far

from perfect. Her findings are in agreement wíth those of

Dubernran (L975), who stated that a greater proportion of men

than women are friendly toward their former spouse.
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Goetting indicated that the divorce process may be more

difficult for women than for men, and that the punishment

incurred from that divorce may be generalized to the current

ex-spouse relationship. Vriomen may be less acceptant or more

guarded in the interaction than men, due to a higher degree

of stress experienced by the divorce.

Visher and Vísher (L979 ) compiled an excellent' comphre-

hensive overview of the relationship between ex-spouses.

Although the book devotes only three pages to the topic,

these three pages are qualitative and concise.

Visher and Visher claimed that the relationship between

ex-Spouses has an important effect upon the new couple

relationship, and on the well-beíng of the children" In one

regard, a co-operatíve relationship between the two ex-

Spouses enables the children to relate freely to each natural

parent, and to stepparents. On the other handt a smootlt

relationship between ex-spouses may be detrimental to the new

couple's relationshiP.

Vísher and Visher recommended co-operation between ex-

spouses, but not to the extreme where the relationshíp might

suggest an emotional involvement, instead of respect and

mutual concern for the welfare of the children. Many couples

find they are unable to have any sort of communication which

does not result in conflict. They fínd the simplest way to

avoid this is to have a minimum of contact. Visher and

Visher suggested that couples in this category seek therapeutic
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assistance in working through some of these difficulties.

Ahrons' (198I) study was based on the continuing co-

parental relati-onship between divorced spouses one year

following their divorce" Alt.hough this study does not deal

with remarried ex-spouses, it. is appropriate for this

discussion.

Interviews covering a wide range of topics were conducted

with 54 divorced couples, randomly selected from the I977

divorce court records, in Dane County, Wisconsin" The study

founcl a wide range of relational patterns among moLher-

custody pairs. One year after divorce, one-half continue to

share major decisions about the children, while

approximately one-quarter show less constant contact about

issues concerning the children.

The central finding was that those parents who have a

mutually supportive and co-operative co-parenting

relationship are on much better terms aII around, than \^lere

those who are more conflictual. It also found that divorced

parents who are no longer Spouses, maintain certain elements

of their former spousal relationship long after the divorce"

Ahrons concluded that contact between divorced spouses

has usually been perceived as an indication of unresolved

marital issues" She cited Kressel and his colleagues as

saying, "with a few notable exceptions, there was a general

distrust of the ex-spouse's continuing involvement with each
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other... and they drain emotional and physical energies that

would more productively be spent in forming new

relationships." (Ahrons, I9Bl, p.426) But this is not the

case. Ahrons' fíndings suggested that many divorced couples

continue to share Some elements of friendshipr thereby

minimizíng significant losses for both themselves and their

children "

Thus, close examination of the literature dealing with

ex-spousal relationships yields a variety of concepts. The

clinicians and researchers suggest a positive, co-operative

ex-spousal relationship, although they are forced to admit

this ís not always the case" A general review of this

literature indicates that most people in the field are

optimistic about the future of ex-spousal relationships"

But, as of now, a remarried woman's relationship with her ex-

spouse has a great many flaws yet to be dealt with.

The Remarríed VrToman's Relationship
V'fith Her Extended Family and Community

Although little time is devoted within the literature to

the subject of the remarried woman's relationship with the

extended family and community, it is imperative to include

the topic withín this study. The family of the remarried

pair is often expected to function in the same \day as a

prímary marriage family, despite the fact that, in addition

to the new husband and wife, there may be two former spouses'
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two sets of children, four sets of grandparents, and

countless other relatives " New habíts, roles, and

arrangements need to be established, not only for the blended

family itself, but also for the complex, extended, family

(Espinoza and Newman, L979).

The Grandparents

Kent (f980) indicated that during the period of single

parenthood, grandparents may have played a major role in the

family, especially if a woman and her children have returned

to the parental home. This often results in grandparents

usurping the mother's authority with her children. Kent

also stated that grandparents of both former spouses have to

re-establish new boundaries for themselves with the family

members of the new marriager So that they can Serve aS a

source of support rather than conflict.

Maddox(L975)andNobleandNoble(1977)foundthat
grandparents are unsettled by remarriage. Maddox felt they

may panic at the thought of losing grandchildren, and

intensify their efforts to remain in touch with the children"

Grandparents can be overly protective, and be supportive of a

remarried woman's new husband and new famíly' or can be

destructive, by not acceptíng the new situation or the new

stepchíldren who may come with the remarriage.

Noble and NobIe (I977 ) questioned the manipulation and

discrimination by in-laws:

Why do grandparents manípulate and discrimínate?
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They might want to gain or retain power over the
granchildren or their parents, power to call the
shots for whatever purpose they deem appropriate"
They might be fearful of being overlooked, of beíng
ignored, and so they strive to make their presence
felt. They might want to express their disapproval
of their child's new family in the strongest
possible way or exert a primary claim to their
natural grandchildren. They could even be hoping
to break the new marriage apart. (p.79)

The Extended Famil

The extended family occupies a posit.ion enveloping the

remarried couple and their famíly. According to Maddox

(1975) the wheel of remarriage bríngs wife, husband, and

children, into con junction with a whole array of ne\^/

relatives cousins, aunts, nephews. Suddenly they mean

something to each other. Questions are asked and

relationships must be explained.

Kent (1980) spoke of "Kin Networks" (p.f51)where family

from a former spouse have blood relationships to the children

in the family. The new networks of relatives that the nevi

members bring, must also become establíshed as a part of the

family.

In

(1980 ) ,

CIaíre Berman's

she addressed herself

book Makinq It as a Steoparent

directly to the remarried woman:

You or your spouse may have divorced mate number
one but, when there are children involved' You soon
will discover you have not divorced the aunts,
uncles, grandparents of the first in-law family nor
completely separated from the children's co-parent"
Like it or not, your ex-mate and ex-family stay on
as members of your ne\^I extended f ami Iy. The
marriage may be over, but many of the relationships
linger on, for better or for worse. (Berman, 1980t
p.146 )
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She also explained that most anxiety provoking situations

are those, where members of the family past and family

present are brought together for the sake of the children"

Berman recommended trying to be mature' compromise, and

mal<ing concessions in difficult extended family situations.

In Duberman's (L975 ) study, her Husband and V']if e

Relationship Scores indj-cated, that those men and women who

feel themselves accepted by the extended family have the best

relationship with their present spouses. Women report being

asked questions such as the following by family and friends:

a) Does it Work?

b) How do the children get along?

c) When are you going to have children of your own?

Remarried women conclude overall, that extended family

and friends are very supportive toward their new families.

Finally, in Messinger's (I976 ) work with remarried

families, she spoke of the role stresses of the remarriage.

The ru1es, functions, and relationships, which continue to be

tied in with t.he f irst marriager âs well as the roles,

functions, and relationships, of the new union can create a

very stressful situation" The complexities of the

relationships, past and present, are poorly defined, making

the position of the legally remarried family often a tenuous

one.

The Communitv

Unfortunately, this review of the 1íterature does not
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ínclude any specífic references on the topic of the remarried

r¡roman's relationship with her community. One must assume

that there are a host of invisible pressures placed upon her'

by various organizations in her cornmunity, for example,

political, relígious, and community oriented groups. These

groups regard the remarried woman and her family, with their

own point of view, be it a positive or negative one, and they

often proceed to treat the woman and her family accordingly"

Although the researchers who have been cited do not

speak at Iength about the remarried woman and the extended

family, this wríter believes that thís faction does play a

prominent role in the life of a newly remarried woman. Good

or bad relationships with the variety of extra people who

form part of the new family, are very influential in the

success or failure of a remarried woman's marriage"

The Remarried Woman as StePmother

Although this study has attempted to limít itself to the

focus of a remarried woman who is solely motheríng, it would

be unwise to ignore the issue of stepmothering. Many

remarried women, who bring their natural children to their

new marriage, automatically become involved in stepmother

relationships. For a ma jority, the stepmotherj-ng is on a

part-tíme basis. Assorted speci-a1 occasíons and holidaysr âS

well as routine weelcend visits from their new husband's

natural children (who are líving with his ex-wife), comprise
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the part-time package. Then too, a significant number of

\^/omen become fulI-time stepmothers' when they move into their

new husband's life combining his children and her chíldren'

both from previous marriages. Whether the stepmothering is

on a part or ful]-tíme basis, demands are placed upon the

remarried woman, which are not present when she marries a man

who has no children.
This topic is one of the most researched areas in the

remarriage literature, yet the information on stepmothering

is not over abundant. This writer has dealt with the topic

Iast, because it is not the príncipat interest of this study'

Stepmotherinq

The current literature on stepparenti-ng is quite Iimited

with respect to empirical research. However' recently a few

popular I'HOVü TOil books on step-living have been published'

for example' The Cruel Stepmother" Lowe, 1970¡ The Second Vüif e.

Baer, I972; The HaIf Parent. Maddox, 1975¡ How to Live With

Other People's Children" Noble and Nob1e, L977; StePPa renting.

Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum, L977 ¡ Instant Parent" Kalter, I979¡

Making it As a Ste arent. Berman' 1980 and others. All of

these books attempt to guide the lives of new stepparents' by

offering a set of anecdotes to be digested, and acted upon in

reality.
Kompara ( 1980 ) spoke of one issue that stepmothers must

face. In a remarriage, ít. j-s difficult to forget the
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stepchildren may offer regular reminders of the previous

they once shared with their natural parents.
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the

I ife

According to Maddox ( 1975 ) both stepmother and

stepfather are not clear on their roles:

...stepparents and stepchildren are related through
the marriage of the stepparent to the children's
natural parent" But what follows from that is not
clear, legally, financially' or sexual1y.
Stepparents are torn between conflicting ideals:
that they be no more than a parent's spouse and
that they be in some defined way as approximatj-on
of a parent, that they be both no parent and nelrv
parent. (Maddox, L975, p.31)

In Macldox's own words the most common problems of

stepparenting are as follows:

a) Keeping the Iíd on feelings admítting hostile

feelings is not easy.

b) Stepparents líve in a world of grand emotion. They

see themselves as villains, then blame the stepchildren

for having forced into the open an evil character

that in normal circumstances would never emerge.

c) The problem of shared authori-ty.

d) No chance to get used to parenting gradually"

e) Lack of privacy.

f) Tremendous pressure on husband and wife relationships.

g) Nothing is simple for the stepparent. (Maddox, 1975, p.BI)

In short, stepparents are "Defensive, misunderstood,

exploited, querulous and a victim of other people's mistakes

or mísfortunes" (Maddox, I975' p" B4).
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Simon (1964) found that women can be jealous, hostile,

competj-tive, and at times even cruel toward their husband's

children. She believed that a stepmother's problems are

rooted in the triangular relationship between the marital

pair and the stepchildren. The problems Simon cíted are as

fol I ows :

a ) The way a \^roman loves her husband creates her f irst

problem. she often feels she must love his children as

deeply as he does and this is an impossibility.

b) She fears she will lose her husband's love if she and his

child are at loggerheads.

c) The child's presence may make her feel guilty in her

remarriage, especially if she was involved with the father

prior to the break-up of his previous marriage.

d) Guilt and jealously can make her desperate for the

children to accept her"

Lowe (1970) also reported on a remarried woman's

relationship with her stepchildren. She felt the stepmother

must work toward winning the respect and affection of the

children, ínstead of worrying about love" A stepmother must

try to relate to the chíId, and be unhurried, interested'

fair, and gentte" Lowe concluded that love between

stepmother and stepchild will come through time and shared

experiences, rather than immediately upon request.

In Duberman's (L975 ) study of stepmother,/stepchild

relationships, she found young stepmothers more like1y to
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have good relationships than older ones I a good husband,/wife

relationship often equals a good stepparent,/stepchild

relationship, and stepmothering to be more difficult than

mothering. Duberman also stated that there is poorer role

adjustment when a stepmother's natural children do not live

in the same residence as her stepchíldren.

A number of studíes have mentioned the most common

problem area of stepmothering to be disciplining the

children, and. having unrealistic expectations of instant love

and instant familial feelings (Lowe , I970i Kalter , L979 ¡

witliams and ohern, 1979; Kompara, 1980). It must not be

concluded, however, that stepmothering is strictly a negative

issue. Rather, it. j-s a retationship that must take root

gradually through much time and effort. It cannot be pushed

toward immediate success.

Part-time Stepmotherinq

Anne Simon (1964) called the weekend stepmother "the

remote control stepmother" (p"196)" Both Simon (L964) and

Baer (L972) devoted a section of their discussion to part-tj-me

stepmothering

Simon (L964) saw the part-time stepmother as being the

bearer of certain basic stresses, For example, she may

resent the money going to her husband's children, and the

affection so lavishly given to them on their visits. The

stepmother may feel she must prove she is the better wife,
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and she may also forget in her enthusiasm, that her

stepchildren's natural mother does not need a replacement'

even temporarily. Stepmothers and mothers' according to

Simon (1964) | are in fíerce competition, and as she pointed

out, "If you want to be maternal, 9et a mother's

sat,isfactionsr love a child as if it was yoursr look

somewhere else; you cannot count on your stepchild to fill

these needs. " ( Simon , L964, p.196 ) . There is no denying

maternal love. It is always there despite meeting the

requirements of good stepmothering. A stepmother' no matter

how successful, connot compete with the natural mother,/child

bonding which predates her affiliation with her stepchild.

Baer (1972) also agreed that weekend stepmothering is

not motherJ-ng. She felt that a stepmother must understand'

her main responsib:'-1it.y is to her husband and to her

marriage. The children fit into ít only as they pertain to

the husband'S needs, feelings, and the marital relationshíp.

The stepmother does not need to love the children, however,

she must be free to be mistress of her own house and express

her own values.

Ful 1-time Stepmothering

Baer (L972) saw a big difference between part-time and

fu11-time stepmothering" A fu11-time stepmother should

purposely attempt to do things as a family, always being

prepared for awkward moments and difficult situations as a

result of the various relationships " There is never a break
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for her and many a remarriage has faíIed because of the

frustrations brought on be stepparenting and stepsibling

rivalry. As stated previously, stepmothering is often a

precarious position to be in, one which can be utilized or

destroyed as a result of the interaction of stepmother and

stepchild.

The Stepmother Stereotype

The wicked stepmother stereotype survj-ves because it

serves some adaptive function in our society. For many

generations, children have been indoctrinated with this

stereotype, although it has caused great suffering for both

the st,epmothers and stepchildren"

In Radomisli's ( 1981 ) worlc on stereotypes and

stepmothering, he stated that the detrimental effects of the

stereotype are obvious. Children's introduction to their

stepmother is colored by their expectation of encountering a

personification of evil:

Decent women... begin to doubt their own decenclr
excoriate themselves mercilessly for the slightest
sign of impatience or anger I are prevented by their
constant self-vigilance from enjoying the new
relationship with their step-children, and cannot
assert theír rightful adult roles becase they are
so afraid of justifying the dreadful expectations
of all concerned" (Radomisli, 198I, p.L22)

Schulman (L979 ) found that in a blended family fantasies

and hopes play larger parts than in the ínstant family.

Projection tends to occur and be played out more intensively,

and in a more complicated \nzay"
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In the "stepmother myth',, initía11y fostered by

storybook tales such as Cinderella and Snow White' the

stepmother is portra-yed as wicked and unflinching. The wicked

st.epmother is neither "wicked" or "crue1" believed Schulman

(Lg/g), but instead, she is a woman who may need the support

of her husband. If her relationship with him is problematic,

no matter what the overt intention is, she may relate

negatively in her stepmother ro]e. A stepmother who is

feeling unloved, misunderstood t ot exploited, by her husband

and stepchildren, can become jealous, distrustful, and

hostile, toward what she feels is the source of her problems.

Espinoza and Newman (1979) and Ambert (1980) agreed that

stepmothering is the toughest job of all remarriage

relationships. It suffers from the worst reputation and

therefore, the best tíme to become a stepmothern is when the

children are young, before they have formed loyalties and

attachments. Perhaps because it is the woman who cares for

the children, and therefore bears the brunt of any conflicts

which arise, it seems more socially acceptable to be a

stepfather rather than a stepmother"

Stepmothering is a possible facet of the remarried

woman's relationships, one which may play an integral role in

her life. Although it has not been given maximum importance

in this study, it ís evident through the opinions of the

various clinicians and wríters, that stepmothering ís a

víbrant, multi-faceted, and controversial relationship.
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Summary

hJomen in remarriage relationships are an ever-increasing

group although they appear to be underemphasized in the

current literature on the topic. They react to each and

every member of their immediate familiesr âS well as to

external pressures brought on by ex-spousesr extended family'

and community"

Unfortunately, the topic is stil1 comparatively new with

regard to the empirical findings of the researchers and

clinicians. In this chapterr ân attempt has been made to

provide an unbiased, general overview of the remarried

woman's relationships¡ âs seen through the eyes of the

professionals, as well as through the eyes of the popular

writers of our time. Both resea-rehers and writers alike

agree that the topic is under-researched, and is only nolv

beginning to open up on paper.

Thus, in her relationshíps I a remarried woman has many

vistas to cope with, Some more successfully and with greater

fulfillment than others. Positives and negatives are present

within every relationship a remarried woman encounters.
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ChaPter III
The Interview

The Rationale Behind the Interview

speaking with remarried women in a realistic, modern day

situtation, is an essential component of this study. When

exploring human issues and problems, reading the opinions and

findings of the reseachers and clinicians is one avenue to

follow. However, interviewing l0 middle class, suburban

women provides a complementary path, a path which ís of

equal importance. OnIy by interviewing I0 women, would this

writer be able to examine the implications of the review of

the literature in a realistic light. The assets of interview

d.ata, for example, the open-ended questions allowing room for

clarif:'-cation, and the observation of body language and non-

verbal cues, are able to shed nehi light on the cold

impersonality of the literature fíndings. Without the

findings yielded by the interviewees, the review of the

literature could appear hol1ow and out of proportion'

despite the fact that much of the literature itself is based

on self-report, and intervíew data. Thus, it is only through

the truths apparent through the interviews, that these

results are able to move into clearer focus.

Preparing for the Interview

The 10 interview participants were selected

names

through very

this writerinformal means. They were I0 women whose

had coltected through a network of friends and acquaintances "
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They were all remarried as a result of divorce, and had their

natural children living with them. Some v/ere stepmothers as

we1l, others were not. These women all resided in middle to

upper-middle class areas of Winnipeg, Manitoba. They were

between the ages of 32 to 42, and 9 of the 10 were of Jewish

persuasion. All 10 women had a minimum of Grade L2 education,

with 3 being university graduates and six working outside of

the home. Obviously this group could not be considered a

random sample of the population, and therefore caution \^ias

exercised in the generalization of fíndings"

Each of the 10 women was telephoned by this writer in

order to solicit their support. After the initial

introduction was made, this writer explained to the possible

participant the rationale for conducting the ínterview, what

types of questions the interviewer would ask, the general

scope of the questioning, and assured the participant of

complete confidence and anonymity. Sample questions \^/ere read

to each woman to demonstrate the generality and lack of

intimacy involved in answering the questions. The

participant \tzas also assured that she need not answer any

questions she did not feel comfortable wíth, and that the

interview would not occupy more than one hour of her t-i-me.

All I0 women \,vere glad to participate in the interviewn and

immediately made appoíntments to be held within the privacy

of their own home during the following three weeks"
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The Manner of Presentation

The intervíews were conducted on a very casual and

relaxed basis. Most often the interviewer and inLerviewee

chatted over a cup of coffee before the interview began and

this seemed an excellent ice-breaker for both indívidua1s.

The women appeared nervous at first, but quickly relaxed when

they realized how non-threatening the interview tlrras. A

great deal of informati.on was provided before the tape

recorder \ñ/as turned on. The interviewer considered this a

positive step toward the success of the interview.

Prior to beginning the sessions, each woman was handed a

written consent form (See Appendix) which she was instructed

to read immediatety and sign before beginning. The consent

form once more assured her of her anonymíty, that the

interviewer \^/as the sole person to have access to the tape'

and that the tape would be erased wiLhin 6 weeks following

the session. The consent form also thanked the participant

f or her cooperatj-on in the pro ject. Most \itomen signed the

paper \,vithout even reading it, since a rapporL had already

been established between the interviewer and interviewee.

Before beginning the tape, the interviewer aga.in

reviewed the procedure, stating one final tíme that the

participant should use no names in her conversation, and

should not answer any questions she would rather not touch

upon" By the time the tape recorder went on the participants

were relaxed, smiling, and anxious to tell their storíes.
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The Structuring of the_Interview

The interview \4ras not rigidly structured and lasted

anywhere from 40 to 90 minutes. It was composed of four

distinct subject areas, which could be answered as mínimaIIy

or as extensively as each parti-cipant desired. The four

topics rdere open-ended and could be interpreted in a variety

of ways"

The interviewer presented the topics as loosely as

possible" The section dealing with the previous marital

history and current marriage was the only area which did

contain a few precise questions, for example, how long !{as

your first marriage?; how many children do you have? The

second section was the broadest, dealing with the

participant's overall feeling of well-being, and her

perceptions of the stresses of remarried life, for example,

in her relationships with her current spouse, natural

children, stepchildren (if applicable)' ex-spouse and his

wife, and extended family and community. The last two topics

dealt with advice f or another l^/oman new to a simi lar

situation, and coping mechanisms of the remarried woman. A

postscript added to the interview asked each woman how

traditional she felt her remarriage vras "

Reactions and Opinion of the Intervie\4lees

From beginning to end the intervj-ewees \,vere anxious to

please the interviewer by discussi-ng each topic as completely

and honestly as possj-ble" They were gracíous hostesses who
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immediately established a vlarm rapport with the interviewer.

Each intervie\iü was completed without diff iculty. The

women h/ere only slightly uneasy, stating that the interviewer

had excellently prepared them on the telephone for the format

of the session. They were willing to discuss the various

relationships within their remarriage with candor and

awareness. They did not consider the int.ervíew too longr too

intense t ot too prying" They were sat.isfied with the

conversation and were quick to point out the ease of the

exchange between the interviewer and interviewee" Seven of

the 10 \domen admitted they thoroughly enjoyed the catharsis

that the interview afforded them, especíalIy with someone who

could be empathic toward their situation" At the end of the

session, all of the women ì/vere left looking forward to the

suÍìmary of the findings which the interviewer promised to

mail to them upon completion of this study"

The Interview

1. Outline your previous marital historlz and current situation.

A Age -
Religion -
Education

Birth Place

Length of

Reasons for

Children -
Ex-Spouse

previous marriag;e

termination

B

remarried? children?
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Process of separatíon

C. New Children -
Husbands's first, second, etc. marriage

Children from his first marriage

D. Reasons for remarriage

How do vou perceive the stresses of remarried life?

your overall feeling of well-beíng.

relationship with current spouse"

relationship with your own children.

relationship with your stepchildren.

relationship with your ex-spouse.

relationships between any of the above of which you

are in the middle.

conflict in or between any of your roles.

relationship with extended family.

What advice would vou give to a woman new to this situation?

How and by whom have you been helped to deal wíth your

3

4

present situation?

5. Feminist vs. traditional outlook within this marriaqe?



INTERVIEW CATEGORIES FORMAT

r-
r.o ìELEVENT MARITAL

HISTORY

POSITIVE

ADJÜSTMENTS

PROBLEM

AREAS

COPING MECHANTSMS

(MENTAL HEALIH)
I
I

FED{TNIST

TRADITTONAL

MISCELLANEOUS
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Chapter TV

Interview Findíngs of Remarriage Experience

Of the I0 women who were interviewed for this study, not

one expressed regret concerning her decision to remarry, yet

all t0 spoke of the "hard work" involved with their new

marriages, when asked about their overall well-being, these

\4zomen described themselves as "happy, content, and fulfí11ed"

individuals. Howeverr ês their sessions unfolded, the

dedication and conscious effort they poured into their

marriages, in order Lo produce the happiness and fulfillment,

was clearly evident to the interviewer.

In the following chapter the data collected from the

intervíews is presented, in addition to the results of the

findings. The data is categorized under the topic headings

of relevant marital history, positive adjustments including

overall well-being, problem areas, coping mechanisms,

feminist versus tradítional ideology, and a miscellaneous

section talking of public image, and offering advice to

others" The results of the 10 interviews are integrated

within the presentation of each category"

Relevant Marital History

Basic Int roductorv Information

All I0 women who were interviewed were

of 32 and 42 at the time of the interview.

between the ages

Eight of the 10
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v/omen h/ere born in Winnipeg, with l being born ín Cincinatti,

and I being a native of Portugal but having resided in Canada

for L7 years, specifically in Winnipeg for 5 years. Nine of

the 10 women had a minimum of Grade 12 education, with 3

being university graduates as wel1. Six women worked either

part or full-time outside the home, and 3 of the 10 women

\^7ere married to professional men" All 10 vTomen were part of

the middle to upper middle class socio-economic strata" All

10 women were married a second time as a result of divorce,

and had their natural children from their first marriage

Iiving with them" Eíght of these women were stepmothers as

well, with I never seeing her stepdaughter, 4 being part-time

stepmothers (specific days often set up legally), and the

remaining 3 being fulI-time stepmothers.

The following chart re-j-terates in more detail the

information stated abover âs weII as further data regarding

the 10 intervie\^Iees3
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Reasons for Termination of the Previous Marriage

First marriages among the 10 interviewees ranged between

6 to L7 years, with the women having gíven birth to 2 or 3

chitdren during that time span. The women spoke of their

previous marriages with honesty and very litt1e emotion¿ âs

if the anger and frustration of those years had long ago been

spent.

Three vüomen blamed the existence of continual affairs '
or another womanr ês the cause of the demise of their

marriages. Five spoke of being too young in the first place

to marryT one attributed her separation to lack of

communication, and one would not respond. The reasons for

marriage termination were as follows:
I) "ft started when we got married."

2) "It was a difficult brealc-up. We started going out when we

were 14{ years old. Vüe just grew apartr \rJe were both

growing differently" I was miserable so I made him

miserable. to the point of leaving. "

3 ) This participant did not choose to discuss her first

marriage a-t alI.

4) "It ended after 6 years of my ex having continual affairs.

He finally left" "

5) "Our marriage should never have been. I was too young when

I got married" I shouldn't have gotten married- I wanted

out. I couldn't líve wíth it anymore" My husband gambled'

there was never enough money, there were arguments, ít was
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just very difficult. I told him to leave, but he didn't

want to. We separated once for a year and tried again.

But it didn't work. It was awful. Finally I got him to

leave for good. It was never' never, right. "

7) "We \,rrere married when \^7e were children. One of us gre\^/ up

and one of us didn't" I didn't need a fourth child, I

needed a husband I just couldn't live with someone who

was immature and irresponsible. I felt unhappy after the

first 3 months of marriâgê, but I stuck it out. I fínally

asked him to leave and he di-d."

I ) " It was a young marriage and r¡/e were children. It 's

nobody's fault. It was a mutual decision -- it just came

to an end but it was long in coming. He left" I never

would have 1eft."

9) "There was a total lack of communication and trust. My

spouse was very close-mouthed and there were a lot of

professional stresses on both of us. He exploded' and to

run away from the problems was easier than to tell me

about them. I found out about them afterwards" Basically

he had a mini nervous breakdown, packed up his stuff,

and ran Ar^/ay.

I was shocked when the separation occured. I has no idea

how much he was suffering emotionally. Our youngest child

was not a planned pregnancy and that created a lot of

stress, because he was vel:y happy with two children. I

guess the pregnancy created problems which escalated" I
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had no idea this was going to happen. I knew he was having

a physical problem, which vle thought at the time was gaII

bladder, but I had no idea of anything else" No idea

whatsoever. rr

10) "The last year was very rocky. My husband seemed very

unhappy. He was seeing a psychiatrist at one point because

he said he was in a rut. He was totally discontented with

our life. He would make statements like 'I wish I could

run away and live in a beach hut on Malibu Beach.'

It was not a mutual sp}it. It was a case of his destroying

the rnarriage over a period of time, to such an extent that

I finally asked him to leave. For me it was sudden, even

though I knew there \ÂIere problems. Yet I f elt I could

handle the problems" So when the split actually occurred

and I found out some of the truth behind the split, (there

was another woman) I felt totally rejected"

Of the 10 ex-spouses' 7 had remarried, and 4 fathered

natural or stepchildren with their ne\^7 wives. Four were

living in Winnipeg at the present time"

The Process of Separation

Seven of the 10 participants considered the process of

separatíon a "scary" but positive experience. They spoke in

glowing terms with eyes shining, of their time of freedom,

independence, and challenge. The actual time spent between

the end of the first marriage and th onset of an intense ne\,ú

relationship was between 9 months and t3 years, with the
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average being about 2 years. Seven spoke of its impact on

their children as a key issue' one citecl money as her key

problem, and four spoke of seeking professional help at this

time. Two of the women indicated the complete absence of a

separation process, due to involvement with their second

husband prior to the end of the first marriage" The

commentary on this topíc was as follows:

1) "It was scary. I felt secure with what I was doing and I

knew I was doing the right thing but it was also scary for

the kids. They were afraid of my ex" It was an uptight'

uncomfortable, feeling. "

2) "It was scary, but really exciting. I had confídence in

myself, and I had a wonderful support system of family and

friends. It was a positive experience for me" I loved it.

Here I was in my early thirties on my own with alot of

responsibi-1ity. "

3) "There were highs and lows, especially lows. I think I

\,ras very selfish at the time. I didn't realize ín the

circumstances that my children \^zere suffering too. It took

about 3 months until I got past myself. I made sure they

\^/ere fed, and cleaned, and everything. I remember one

night I was making supper, and I sat down with them, ancl

my little one said, 'Hey, Mom is having supper with us'

and that vzas the first time I realized I was being very

selfish. I found alot of strength at the time. I gave away

all my china, I didn't think I would ever be married again""
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4) "My marriage really ended at least 4 years before we

actually lived apart. During that time we split 2 times

for about 3 months each time. He never let go during that

time. He was a constant Presence"

After the final split I went to the Family servíces

Association and participated in group therapy, which

helped a lot. Thank goodness, I was finally free. The day

after he left I changed locks and that was it. I had a ne\,r¡

job and I knew I would survíve" we had just moved to

Winnipeg and I worried about lack of friends, but I made

it. u

5) r'It was diff icult for me. I received no child support or

alimony. I moved back to Winnipeg from Los Angelos and he

never followed me to try and bring me back" The first few

weeks were hell, but I had absolutely no regrets" I never

thought I woutd have enough guts to leave. It took me

years and years. But when you finally know you're going

to leave, nothing can stop you.

It was not easy with chíldren, but nothíng frightened me"

Nothing mattered. I was free of him""

6) "I had no separation time. I \,vas involved with my present

spouse during the marriage. when we separatedo I sold my

house, and then my husband moved in with me a couple of

months after
I really was not alone. There were times when I wondered

if my present husband would really end up with me or not"
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I did have thoughts of how I would manage alone -- but I

was never alone. t'

7) "T v/as 30 years old and for the first time I was on my

own. I had gone from a domineeríng mother straight to a

domineering husband. I found myself in a generation of

people sleeping around and I found it hard. I slept with

my ex for a long time afterward. IL was easier and more

comfortable than to find someone else. Then I couldn't

handle it seeing him around town" So I went to a

psychologist who told me I had to start making it on my

own, and live my own life and stop holding on to the past"

I took my kíds camping myself" That was the turning point.

Money was no problem, my ex \^/as fair and my parents helped

me a great deal. T had a lot of friends, I dated a lot of

people, and I honestly had a good time" I had two very

important romances, one even went as far as an engagement.

I wasn't lonely. I had a good time. I realized that I

didn't need to be married. I didn't need someone to

support me" I got a good job in a doctor's office and I

could look after myself. "

8) "It was hard in the beginning. But I think any change is

hard" Later you adjust. It is not the horror ít is made

out to be. I was happy. I was well-adjusted" I had

wonderful parents who helped me. That's the key. I wasn't

worried about getting remarried" That was never a problem"

My ex was rarely around. He did a lot of travelling and I
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was really in charge of everything. "

"At the very beginning I was a mess. In the first 6 weeks

I could barely cope wíth myself, never mind the my

children. I r^ras very afraid, I was very lone1y. I started

to pick myself up when my ex threatened to take my kids

away if I didn't.

In that whole I { years alone I never lost sight of my

kids. I busied myself. I was working part-time, I went

back to universíty at night' I began to see my girlfiends

and go out again.

I started reading ferocíously. I tried not to leave myself

any free time at all. I was very lucky. All of a sudden

the phone started ringing and people started asking me

out. What an ego trip for me! I loved my freedom. I missed

not having a companion but I loved no one to answer to.

After the first 6 weeks, I did beautifully. The outside

$rorld didn't know what was going on inside " "

"It was diffícult and scary. I \ttlas very young, just 27 at

the time" I had a newborn baby I I didn't know what the

future held in store. I felt totally rejected by my

husband" I had no confidence in myself, I had never

managed the house before, everything had to be learned.

Thank heavens my parents stuck by me. It was a dífficult

time for me, especially the first few months" Any woman

who has just had a baby knows that post partum is not a

peak time. she is tired, days seem to run into one
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another. You can be depressed in the best situtation'

never mínd what I had" The first months I remember next

to nothing, other than looking after this baby' sitting

and crying, it was winterr ffiy husband was gone, and it all

became a blank" I started to surface in the spring I

started- going out with friends. I felt better about

myself, men started asking me out. Things defínitely

started to take shape again.

I was seeing a psychologist the whole time, who was

excellent. Thíngs were not calm with my ex" There were

constant battles, lawyers' Ietters, accusatj-ons were non-

stop. It was a very difficult period for me I although as

time went on ít did get easier. By the time my baby was 6

months old, I was in control. I was coping very well with

the home, ntoney mattersr mY children \,vere fine I I had a

good job -- things were much, much better, and continued

to improve right along. "

Reasons for Remarriage

Of the 10 participants in this study, only 1 remarríed a

man who had never been married before" Of the other 9 men, I

was a widower and I were divorced. AII t had been married

one time before. In 3 cases, the husband's natural or adopted

(in two situations) children from his prevíous marriage lived

with the remarried couple. In 4 situations the husband's

natural children lived with his ex-spouse' and visited with

their father and hís new wife sporadícally.
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Nine women stated they had remarried for love,

companíonship, and sharing of interests and goals. They

spoke very matter-of-factly and intellectually of their

reasons for remarriage. Yet, the interviewer never doubted

their genuine love for their new husband, as illustrated by

their facial expressions and relaxation" Five did speak of

theír choice aS a new "father" for their chil<Iren. No one

spoke of finances and security as reasons for remarríage,

perhaps due to the socio-economic bracl<et of these v/omen to

begin with.
Reasons f or remarriage \^/ere very short and to the point:

1) I'The love for this new man" I felt he would be a good

father " "

2) "I feIl in love. I wanted to share my life wíth him. I

thought how nice it would be for my children to be a total

family unit again. My kids feIl in love wíth him

instantly. He married all of us and we all married him."

3) "He made me feel good. He was the only one who could mal<e

me laugh. I was very, very at ease with him. I didn't have

to put on an act to try to catch anyone."

4) "I \^Ias scared" How will this man relate to my three

daughters? I needed. support and I loved this man- But you

know how you hear horror stories about men and

stepdaughters. I worried, but nothing ever happened."

5) "I always wanted to get remarried. Every woman wants

security. Nobody could replace my children's father
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they were too old for that. That wasn't the reason. I

simply fell in love! "

6 ) "For some people marriage j-sn't the ans\^/er and for some

others, they just have to be married. I just couldn't see

myself living with this man forever and not being married.

There is a different feeling when you are married. It was

just a natural step. "

7) "T am family oriented" I wanted sorneone to snuggle with'

to grovr old with, to talk to, to take care of me if

necessary, a father for my kids I a strong male figure

other than mY father"

This was someone I really wanted to be with aII the time.

we had a lot of shared goals, same ambitions, we felt the

same about Judaism. "

B) "I met somebody who was more the way I was. We had things

in common and he was kínd, generous the right person

for me. He got along well with my kids.

I never would have marríed him if he didn't. Absolutely.

The kids came first."

9) "He had the characteristics I liked. He was full of life'

high energy l.evel, his o\^ln man, the opposite to my ex-

spouse. He \^Ias a man of true conviction. I was very

attracted to him, he loved my kids, and was good with his

own son.

I liked him, I admired him' I respected

chose him"

him, I loved him"

I didn't chooseThose h/ere the reasons I
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marriage" I want to make that distinction clear. I was

happy líving together, but he pushed marriage" so we got

married. "

"I fell in love with this man. He seemed the opposite of

my first. husband in many ways. He was everything I wanted

in a man. I trusted him, admired him, f was attracted to

him, he was wonderful to my chíldren and they seemed to

take to him immediately. I know that brought him a lot

closer to my heart. We had the same interests and goals in

life, and I felt we would be good together-'r

Positive Adjustments to Remarrl-age

Remarriage is a major commitment for both a man and a

wóman" In this writer's perception, it is a much more

intellectual ancl educated decision than was a first, niarriage;

it is a decision brou-ght on by experience, hurt, past and

present love, uncertaínty, and fear of the future. Each

\,úoman enters her remarriage with the same hopes with which

she en.tered her first marriage, and a greater ability to cope

with whatever situations might 1íe ahead.

The Overall FeeI inq of We 1 1-Beinq

All of the 10 rema.rried women had l¡een married between I

to 5{ years with the average being about 3.4 years" Of the

10 vvomen, only 2 ind.icated other feelíngs besides happiness'

futfillment, and contentment. It is possíble that these I

women \,vere emphasizing the "bright" side of their remarriages
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for purposes of the interview, or \^Iere not wishing to admit

more of their day-to-day reality, even to themselves. The 2

\rromen who did admit to having heavy feelings of harrassment

and responsíbility within Lheir remarriages, were both

uníversity Eraduates with young children, rather than women

with more grown up familes.

I{ow did these women feel on a general day to day basis?

I) "Good, satísfied."

2) "I feel very content whereas ' I hadn't fel.t this way

before. "

3 ) "Super -'- NOW! "

4) "Very fulfilled. I never knew this could exist. I never

experienced this kind of marriage before! "

5) "Wonderfu1. I am very, very happy. My children are

happy, which is very important. It's iike a fairy taie'

It's unbelievable. I know many people find it hard to

believe you can have a second relationship and be as happy

as I am. There are problems but these are mínor compared

to what I had before. "

6) "Happy" There are money problems because of the

circumstances of my spouse supportíng his ex-wife and

children. I don't ask for very much. I am very content."

7) "Happiness, contentment, fulfillment, peace. I married my

best friend. The marriage is as comfortable as on o1d

pair of slippers. This is what f expect marriage to be"

This is what I always wanted marriage to be" "
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B) "Wonderful. I'm happy. I feel well t f relate to people

well, but I always did" f'm outgoing, sociable, the

circumstances are good an<l when they're good, I f lourish""

9) "Harried" Our physical space is not terrific. lVe are a

large family in cramped livíng space. Harried because I

am a working parent, but content -- contentedly harried. "

f0) "Generally, I'm happy and content. There are times when

it is difficult, because of so many responsibilities and

obligations, many self-imposed, I might add. I usually am

happy, but I rarely feel free."

The Relationship With Her Current Spouse

Of the 10 intervie\^Iees, 6 spoke of their marital

relationshíp in totatly positive terms, without reservation,

descríbing their relationship in terms of "good friends",

"iove, caring and sharing." Four a<lIniited to stresses i¡r tire

relationship, yet they did not feel this distracted from the

positive nature of their relationships " Stresses were due to

interference from past relationships I d|fferences in

discipliníng, dísputes over children, and volatíle

personalitj-es. Money or sex was not considered a point of

contention in any relationshiP"

I) "Good friends. We respect each oLher. There is love,

caring, sharing -- all the good things""

2) "!fe are very close' very positj-ve" It is an excellent

relationship, with only the odd argument because he spoils

my children! There are no surprises, there is a very
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good, happy home environment. "

3) "Prior to this year iL was very bumpy, due to his previous

relationship. Ninety percent of our disagreements relatecl

to his past relationship and that has put quite a strain

on our relationship, to this day. But in the last year

things have been better. I've always had a low opínion

of myself but now things are taking the right turn.

we're both people who like to be home and have friends in,

rather than go out. He is a better mixer than I am" He

is a shoulder for me to lean on. We have a very

affectionate relationship -- we hold hands and we like to

maintain contact. His past relationship was apparently

very cool. "

4) "Beautiful ! We are growíng togetherr \^Ie are sharing

everything in our life. f think he is the most important

person for rîêr and me for him. we treasure our time

togetherr vr'ê try to have time just for ourselves. It is a

very vital and beautiful relationship" "

5) "He is a friend and he is very romantic. We've been

married almost a year, but we are still in the courting

stage. He still sends me flowers and buys me specíal

gifts. It never ends. He is concerned about me that I

don't overwork, how I am coping. I know he is always there

for me. He wants to make me happy, and I am" If I ever

got deathly ill, would someone be there? No question

about it, he would be there""
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6) "It is open" We talk a lot about how we feel. We try to

work out things that are wrong" He is very definite in

his ideas on how to raise the children and money matLers.

I'm more lax in that respect, I'm more lenient, whereas he

is more rigid about some things with the kids. There are

ups and downs, good times and bad" "

7) "He's a person you can tatk to. Yet he's funny, he's

generous, he's what my dad is to my mum and that's what I

wanted. Tt is a comfortable, exciting relationship'

everything I would want a relatíonship Lo be."

8 ) "When you get married later you make sure you know each

other. We have the same ideasr \¡/ê like to do the same

things. I like a lot of privacy and he gives it to me. I

don't cramp his style. He likes to gamble, he's out a lot,
- 

- - at I a f ^^!and that. s Ïane. I \'tToulon t' \,vanE rrlrlr n()rfle ulrqer rlty reeL

all day, so we get along. I know what he likes and I give

it to him. He knows what I like and he gives it to me. "

9) "It is a little bit of a tense situation, because we are

both trying to run the househotd from our own perspective,

and haven't quite got our act together Yet, on life in

general. There are some stresses in our marriage which

evolve around our children" Our relationship together as

man and wífe is wonderful. We understand each other"

Personally we do very well. We feel for each other, we're

on the same wavelength. But there are some tensions in

the marriage which revolve around the children."
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10) ,'we're both dominant, volatile people who never let the

other get the better of us. We have many discussions and

arguments, but \^7e settle a lot of issues together. I

think we get frustrated with one another sometimes, and it.

can take days before we hash out what's bothering us, but

r,úe always do. The relationship is warmr open, and often

full of humor, because my spouse has quite a sense of

humor.

My spouse is very possessive of me and that is hard for

rrrê¿ but I think as time goes on I am showing him that he

need not be so possessive. His first wife was unfaithful

to him and I know that is part of his concern. He doesn't

mean to compare us, but I think subconciously he worries

that I might be unfaithful' too."

The Relationship With Her Natural Chiidren

The relationship with her natural children from the

previous marriage, was declared a postitive aspect of the

remarriage by seven women, two women also having borne

children with their new husbands " The rl,/omen did not see the

remarriage as having any negative impact upon their children"

Most of the women went on to warmly describe their husband's

relationships as well, with their children" That perspectíve

is brj-efly reviewed, followj.ng these remarks about mother and

child relati.onships:

1) "It hasn't changed" They have accepted their new father

and rarely mentÍon their real father""
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2) I'It is very good. Maybe we \,vere a touch closer before

because they \^/ere so dependent on me" Now there is a lot

of sharing between me and their stepfather" ft is not

perfect like it once hras. They have grown up and are not

as easy as they once were. Sometimes I am miffed that

they come to their stepfather instead of me, but that is

what I really want. "

3) "They were very young. My little one didn't even know his

dad "

My boys have known my husband since they \^7ere born and

they've always called him 'Uncle', to this day. The little

one calIs him "Daddy" quite often.

My oldest one is a little closer to mer because \^/e went

through a very bad tj-me together. Physically and

characteristically, he is his father, and that is hard for

me. tt

4) "It is much better than before. During the last 6 years

before I remarried, I was always telling them I was sick,

or I had a headache, and I was never in the mood to do

anything for them. "

5) "It is very good' very stable, very close. If there's a

problem we worl< it out together. My ex \rsas always

workíng¡ so I was always there for t.hem. Now they come to

both my husband and myself. They're very close to me"

They're good children. They're not on drugs or anything.

When we say no to them, it's no."
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6) "It is changed because of my spouse. Instead of me giving

in as much to my kids I I ask more of them, instead of

giving into them. other than that, our relationship

hasn't changed that much" It is dífferent because they

are older, that's alI."

7) "Great! I am really fortunate they are very nice children'

young adults actually- They're Iazy, sloppy, but

basically really good people. I don't approve of

everything they clo, but they have their own lives to lead'

We talk, there ís a lot of communícation" I insist we have

dinner together every night. "

B) "Nothing has changed. We have a very close relationshíp.

We're very affectionate. To me they're still my babies.

As far as I know, I know all about them, for as much as a

mother can know. "

.9) "My relationship with my daughter is not terrifÍc. she

and I are very similar in nature and we are often on a

collision course" She has always been difficult to deal

with and is very demanding. She always wants her own way.

she has not accepted my nehT husband and she is still

manipulating incredibly. She has never accepted the

divorce, adores her father, and thinks there will still be

a reconciliation between uSr even though we are both

remarríed "
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My 7 year old and I are unbelievably close. I adore him

and he adores me. He has transferred all of his love for

his father to me"

My 5 year old has always just had a mother " i{e is my

baby. We are very close. "

10) "I have a very close relationshíp with them. It always

has been" I love them dearly. They go to their father'

and I know that my son especially, has a good relationship

with him.

But, I feel what they have with me is very strong. I

think they are very happy with their life with me and my

husband. "

The following statements provide a clearer picture of

the husbands' relationships with their wives' children'

through the women's point of view. In three situations the

husband's input is Seen aS a catalyst in changing the women'S

relationships with their children.

I ) "He is a little more strict than I am. He expects

more from them. "

2) No further comment.

3) "sometimes if they mj.sbehave he says he's not puttíng up

with this anymore, and he makes me feel guilt'y. I've said

to him 'What do you want me to do? Shou1d I put them back

in my stomach? I'm afraíd I can't do that" Don't make me

feel guilty because of something they have done" Tt is

not because they are my children. They have done
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something any kid would do"

"My husband's relationship is very good with them."

"My husband gets along well with them. "

"My spouse is good with them. He is not afraid to approach

them, he says what he feels on what he wants from them- I

think they find it easy to talk to him. I think they

still go to me with problems, not him so much, but I think

that's because of my first marriage, where my husband was

never around and so they automatically came to me. I think

he resents that sometimes. "

"My spouse gets along beautifully with my two eldest

daughters. My oldest child is his good paI. They relate

on an adult level. My second changed her name to ours,

because that's how close she is to my husband." (The

relationship with the third child, a boy, is a definite

problem, to be discussed in the sectíon designated

"Problem Areas" ).

"He's easy going, very accepting. He has a magnetic

personality" His relationship with everybody is good.

They come to me first, although I'm trying to teach them

to go to him. It's hard when they've always come to me""

"My youngest has a great relationship with him. He is his

son.

My 7 year old is almost secure, wanting very much to

please him" He has very high expectations of my son. They

are different types, but a relationship is growing. He

7)

B)

e)
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calls my spouse 'Daddy'.

My daughter's relationship with him is very 'Lffy'. He

tries but she won't give an inch. " ( This wíll be

discussed within the section entitled "Probl-em Areas. " )

10 ) "My husband is wonderful with themr âs if they were his

own. In fact I I see no differentiation between his

relationshíp with them and with our o\^ln daughter. He loves

them all. "

The Relationship With Her Ex-S DOUSe

The relat,ionship with the ex-spouse can be a positive'

well-intergrated aspect of the remarriage or a pronounced

problem area. Of the 10 women, only 4 had ex-husbands

living in Winnipeg. Two of the 10 women placed no releva-nce

in the existance of their ex-spouses" One had been in a coma

for many years and the other had d-eserted. Five considered

their ex's to be positive or at least non-threatening aspects

of their remarriage, descrj-bing thej-r ex's as "cordial" or

"co-operative": They attributed improved relationships to

the passage of time, and appeared to be quite comfortable

with the place of their ex-husband wíthin their new lives.

The remaining three definitely saw their ex's j-n a negative

manner "

OnIy those with a positive point of view are presented

at this time:

2) "At the beginning it was not good at all" There \,vas

anger, disappointment, it. was not an amícable split'
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because there was another woman involved. But now the

relationshíp is starting to get better. He sees them

every Wednesday and every other weekend. When I was first

remarried he was stíll talking negatively about me a Iot.

But now there is a sharing and less animosity-

He is important in my children's lives. He has some

positive aspects to him. Even though I think my daughters

consider this their home and we are moldíng them, their

father is contributing some positive aspect to their life.

He has introduced them to the great outdoors'

mathematícalIy he is a geníus. He has taught them that."

4) "My relationship with my ex is good. I don't see him much

except through the kids "

He doesn't support the kids and never has r so \^/e just

don't talk to one another. The kíds vísit him whenever

they want, not often. There is no other mentj-on made of

him" "

7) "It's a cordial relationship. He plays no part in my life

now. He speaks to the kids on the phone every month or

so. He lives ín Florida and has remarried" He has no

imput into their lives one way or the other" The kíds

love him but they are being raised by a stepfather. When I

brought the kids to Florida last summer, he kissed me when

he sa\d me. I speak to him on the phone when there are

issues to be discussed, concerning the kids. He is like a

loving uncle. "
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9) "It has gotten much better. The first 3 years were awful.

we were entangled in legal garbage for a 1on9 time. we

had legal problems surrounding money, not about the kids.

I was always to be custodial parent.

No\^z \^/e are much better. Yesterday¿ r¡I€ had coffee together

for half an hour, But I still don't trust him. we have

never fought ín front of the children. I don't think he

bad mouths me to them or vice versa.

He is a very great influence in their lj-fe. He sees the

kids when he wants and there is no hassle about changes"

My daughter is mostly influenced by him. It is a positive

influence. I know he doesn't want the children" He wants

them here with me. "

The Relationship With Her Extended Family

when a woman remarries, she gains a large extended

family. Not only does she still maintain her ex-husband's

family, she also acquires her new husband's familyr âs well

as continuing with her own. In most cases there is no

contact wíth an ex-spouse'S family, however, 3 of the women

interviewed for this study claimed positive relationshíps

with their first husband's parents anð,/ot family. They spoke

of dinners together, continued communication, and the

celebration of special occasíons together. As well, 7 of the

t0 women spoke at least comfortably of their relationships'

their children's relationships, and the overall acceptance by

their new fami.lY:
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1) No comment.

2) "My husband's family has accepted me and my kids" f st.iII

see my ex-husband's family because I am very close with my

ex-mother-in-l-aw. We go there for dinner at least once a

month and we have a great relationship" Now they have

accepted my new husband, too. The relationship includes

us aII. The only stress is my present mother-ín-1aw. She

has been very unkind to fltêr which is unfortunate."

3) "I have no contact with my first husband's family at all.

Because I \'ras involved wíth my husband prior to his

divorce, my family considers me a home-breaker, and it is

still shaky with them. I have a good relationship with my

spouse's fami1y. "

4) "I have no contact with my ex-family. They are mostly in

Port.ugal, and I don't want anything to do with them

anyway" I divorced my husband, so I divorced his family,

too. They thought I was terrible any\t/ay f or getting

married in less than a year"

I have an excellent relationship with my new family. They

have accepted me and my chíldren as daughter and

grandchildren" Two years aga, I took my husband to

Portugal to meet my family and I got worried about it, but

it worked out perfectly. They all got along beautifully,

and my husband spoke with them" It was great. T had been

worried for nothing""

5) "My ex has no relationship with. his family' neither do r.



They are gone, his mother is about 90 years

father died at age 60.

My husband's family is fabulous. They have

and my children. They are wonderful. I can'

I have such a good relationship with my

They treat me beautifully. It is very

They're not close with my children, but my

old,
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and hís

accepted me

t believe it.

nehr in-Iaws.

comfortable.

children are

older and are too old to cuddle. I can say whatever I

feel to my mother-in-law and she can with me. It is just

great. "

6) "I don't see my ex's family at all, or for that matterr mY

new spouse's family either" Vüe are not close with any of

them, other than maybe one brother and his family. My

parents have accepted my new husband. In our small

circle, we are all accepted""

7) "I am very close to my former in-Iaws. I write to them, I

talk to them, my relationship is fine.

My j-n-laws are weird people. Not everyday type people,

they're strange" My kids don't like them. they put up

with them. My father-in-law would Iíke the kids to love

them, but they don't" I don't like them either. They're

not nice people.

But they love me, because they don't know how I feel I

act very well. I should get an Oscar, because I'm

excellent with them. I do everything for them" But

they're awful. They're not generous, not kind, they have
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e)

10 )
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no class h/haLsoever. rl

"I have no contact at al-l with my ex's family. My kids

are grown üp, as you know" But it's O.K. I have my

inlaws for dinner about every 2 months and that's níce.

As wel1, she reciprocates. She's a fantastic cook, she's

easy-going and accepting" There's no problem."

"I get along with my new family as well as my husband

does. I have been accepted by the extended family better

than by the immediate family" My mother-in-law lives in

PaIm Springsr so she's not here very often. We really
have very little to do with her.

I am still close with my ex-sister-in-1aw. I don't see

the others, other than my ex-mother-in-Iaw, who does keep

in touch at the holiday season and special occasions" My

ex-father-in-Iaw is very angry at me" At one point he

asked me to reconcile and I refused" Maybe that's \,vhy."

"I have a wonderful relationship with my inlaws and nev/

family. They are loveIy and warm toward me and my

children. We have all been taken in beautifully and I
still feet so good about it. It's still not taken for

granted 
"

I have no relationship at all with my ex's mother. If his

mother should see me, she does not talk to me. But his

extended family is still quite friendly toward me. "
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Problem Areas Within A Remarriage

Men and \^¡omen who enter a remarriage do not have any

time to acquaint themselves with one another, as a newly

marríed couple should" The minute they are married' the

courtship is over. There is at the very leastr ârI instant

family (with children appearing from his or her síde or

both), and an immediate mortgage paymentr âs the tough

realities of day-to-day tivíng settle upon both husband and

wife. It is no wonder that the remarried couple may find

themselves with certain stresses ín their marriages caused by

their uníque situation, stresses which they attempt to cope

with and resolve to the best of their ability.

The Relationship Wíth Her Stepchildren

Eight of the 10 paricipants were stepmothers as well as

n¡{-rrr¡'l mn{-lrarc ôna nê\/êr qãr^7 hêr q'l-andetrcrhf er - who \^Ias¡¡qug!s¡

living with her husband's ex-wife in the southern United

States, 4 were part-time stepmothers whose stepchildren

visited their father and stepmother fairly sporadically, and

the remaining 3 were full-time stepmothers' who were raísing

a child of their husband's from his previous marriage. one

\^/oman was raising a small boy whose mother was deceased. In

thís case the stepmothering was a posit.ive adjustment for

her, sínce he had been successfully incorporated into the

family

But the other 6 women had found the relationship with

their stepchildren, within whatever format, to be a definite
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problem area within the remarriage. Problems of

communication, lack of equality, interelationships,

loyalties, lack of closeness, and competition, were all
evident through their conversat-ion. These women were

noticeably distraught, smoking, voices raised, refilling

their coffee cups, and generally appearing frustrated,
nervous, 9uilty, and very concerned. It seemed to be

unanimous that stepparenting immediatety created a new stress

within a blended family and that blended famílies whích

contained only the wife's natural children were at an advantage.

In the interviewees' own words:

I ) No Stepchildren"

2) "Vrle see him weekly -- every Wednesday for dinner and

any other time he wants to visit. The relationship with

my stepson is not perfect. He has never really líked me.

Vühile I was just the girlfriend, I was lovely, but as soon

as we became married I felt a huge change in his attitude

toward me " There are arguments because of him and my o\^/n

kids. There just ísn't the same closeness that there is
between my husband and my kids, with him" I thínk that

is due to the fact that we live together. I have tried to

be a friend. When he was 10, when he met rr€r he just

adored me. As he got older, he started to resent me¡ âs

my relationship with his dad got closer.

I notice now he tries harder, but he stíll throws a wrench

in as if to say "He's my dad and you're nothing'. It is
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the only area I am not content with. It is not terrific.

It is a plus that he doesn't live here. He used to come

every other weekend, but he wasn't nice to have over on a

regular basis. Yet I took it for a solid year" Then I

told my husband. and he agreed. It was also no good fot

him to sleep over anymore. We had to solidify our

relationship within this home, there had been enough

changes "

I am not fine when we are all togetherr âs my husband is.

He has decided to have his relationship wj.th his son

without infrínging upon our family situation. I am sure

he would like to have his son over more"

We blame a lot of his son's attitude on where he is coming

from. He lives with a mother who is recently separated

again. She is not happy. This carries over to her son.

There is lots of jealousy between him and my daughters.

He resents our family life with his father""

3) "It is not great. My stepdaughter will visit my home but

is a.fraid someone wí]l fÍnd out she ís here. She wíII not

go out in public because she doesn't want her mother to

Icnow where she is" She is afraid someone wíII see her with

me-

It i-s very hard to be myself, to not say anything about

their mother. The first time they came here after 5

years, it was 3 minutes of strangeness ' and then they l^¡ere

talking to me about everthing, parties, school, fríends'
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and the way they were talking, it was as if they had no

one else to listen to them.

So I find it a strain. Sunday should be a happy time and

every Sunday he takes them out, but we can't go too. They

don't want their mother to see us all out together" Vüe

can't go anywhere or do anything. I don't expect to take

their mother's place, but these kids are sufferíng.

There was a point where I would have taken them' but novü

I'm not so sure I would. They could only come to live

with me on my grounds" I would tell them, I'm not like

your mother and that is why your father is with me."

4) "T see them once or twice a month, there is no set

visiting time. My relationship with them when we have the

opportunity of being alone, is better than when we have to

be with people around.

The first experience was 2 years ago when his 14 year old

came on holidays with us to B.C. It was beautíful. We

were able to talk, and have confrontatj-on of course" But

it was great" She is the one I can relate to. But the

others have a lot of resentment for me" They have a lot

of bad feeling for me. I have a friendly relationshíp

with one. With the others, it is very superficial.

I have tríed a friendship role with them. I don't expect

them to love me, but they must respect me because I am

their father's wife" They can't be rude to me, or to my

children t ot their father when they come here, and they
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must go along with the rules of this family-

The atmosphere is a little tense when they are here' My

husband finds they try to maniplulate him when they are

here, by bringing up situat.ions of the past which are

inappropriate now. Yet, both sets of kids get a1on9 well

together " "

5 ) "It ís a wonderful relationship. This child is so

thril led to have a mother that \^/e have a wonderf ul

relationship.
He doesn't remember his mother at all, she died when he

\^/aS so young, and he has been raised by housekeepers. He

is an excellent child. He has taken to my children as

they have to hím. They call each other brother and sister.

My children protect him" He's accepted without any

problem. He doesn't need anymore attention than my own

ki-ds. They are busy in their own worlds. He needs a

mother. "

6) "For many years they wouldn't have anything to do with me,

and also their mother didn't want it. It just came to a

point were my husband coulcl only see them alone and that

\iúas difficult too, for him. He couldn't bri,ng them home.

It wasn't a normal thing. They come here now at no specíal

time" But they are guarded and cool and don't come often.

I would like to thínk they think of me as a good person'

loecause I know they don't consider me a friend""

7) "She lives in a Southern Baptist community nohl- It is just
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too hard. she is a stranger to us. she is being raised

by a crazy woman. It hurts my husband. It is one of the

big tragedies of his life. she is a beautiful little 9ir1

who is now as crazy as her mother. I didn't have a good

relationshíp with her. She has a vi-ndictive mother' She

likes me because I \^las the only one who disciplined her. I

had a lot of trouble relatj-ng to her because she was such

a nasty child. In between times she could be quite loving'

but overall she was not nice. f felt a pain because of

her, and so I didn't respond to her as much as I should

have. I didn't have a good relationship with her. It

was difficult because she was beíng turned against us.

As soon as our son \^/aS born, it made my husband f eel a lot

better. V[e still maintain contact through the maí1, cards

and birthday gifts, but that's it. we never know what to

say to her. "

B ) "We're friends. when a child comes to you at 12 it is

really difficult, because you are not tallcing about

molding a baby. Any woman who Says 'T love my new husband

and therefore I love his kids'u/hen they come to you at 12

is a liar. The most she can say is 'Lets be friends'. If

there's more, I would question it, if anybody says it'

I feel no cl0seness with him. f'm sure he mísses his

mother, but f never ask. I don't asl< him any quest'ions that

would hurt him. To me when a child loses a mother, he is

an orphan. I don't. care if he has a father" That chíId
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suffers. That child wí]] be left in someone's care, who

doesn't have the natural feeling that the real mother

does. If you don't have that bond, You don't have t.hat

feelirg, you naturally don't react the same way as you do

with your own. The intense feeling that a natural mother

has is not there and that's the tragedy of it "

He has suffered. I give him all the credít in the world

for surviving. That kíd has to be tough. FIis relationship

with my kids took time because they have been raised

differently. He comes from a very different background

then my two. Ïf he were a little older than my kids, he

might have been able to handle this new environment a

little better. As it ís, it is hard for him and for me.

9) "My relationship with my stepson has grown. He has become

very close to me because his own mother passed away

recently. In his own little way he knows I'm aLl he has.

He used to run to his father for everything, now he is

coming to me.

I care deeply about him. Yes, I love him. But the

balance in our home is very hard. He is often scapegoated

by the other children. He has a personality all his own.

He is extremely physically aggressiven he is a rough and

tumble boy. He is the 'boy's-boy' of all time. I{e is a

pusher I a shover and a screamer" I spend alot of my time

juggling my act. The only one not really involved is my

baby. My other two and my stepson are in a love/hate
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They are

constantly vying for my attention.

10) No stepchildren"

Her Husband's Relationship Wíth Her Children

Two of the 10 women who were interviewed, discussed

theír husband's relationships with their childrenr âS being

quite a stressful and problematic area of their marriage.

They saw a lack of communication between husband and child'

misunderstanding between the two, and perhâPS, an unwilling-

ness on the part of one or both to meet the other halfway.

For this reason, the words of these \^lomen concerning their

husband's behaviour were recorded below:

7') "Unfortunately my son looks exactly like his father- He's

a lot like him. My husban<l has a very difficult time with

him. He wants him to be a student, to get good grades'

and my son just isn't like that. My husband relates to him

like a rabbi to a student, rather than a father to a son"

we went to a psychologíst because of this relationship'

because my Son was having problems. He doesn't think of my

husband as a father. He is the man his mother married" He

feets my husband doesn't like him, yel1s at him,

criticizes him.

l{e had this out a month ago. He feels my husband ís too

hard on him" I said we have to change this " I told my

husband to talk to my son, because ít is getting between

us. I am taking the part of my son and that's not good"
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My basic instinct and reflex is to side with my son,

because my husband can take care of himself. I told my

husband he must make more of an effort, and he Seems to

be. It's true my husband doesn't relate well to him' you

can see it,. He seems to be rebelling by failing the

courses he knows matter to my husband. I guess it is his

way of getting back at him. "

9) "His relationship with my daughter is rough" This man is

only her mother's husband. They tolerate each other. They

get along better when I'm not around. There j-s no love

lost between them. I totally accept it now. At first I

wondered about my relationship because of the input of her

negativity. But I pushed it aside and now I accept her

behaviour, and so does mY husband.

There has been a fair amount of stress because of this. It

has prompted us to seek professional hetp in dealing with

this. As I said before, all our stresses involve family""

The Re lationship With Her Ex-Soouse

Three women felt their ex-husbands to be stressful

elements within their remarriage" One felt that her new

family was physically unsafe because of her êXr one saw her

ex as a negative because of financial reasons, and the third

simply felt that her ex was a complicating factor within her

remarriage" ( Of the three, two of the ex-partners did not

even reside ín Vüinnipeg):

1) "It wasn't working, it was so hard on the kicls. Finally
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there was a judge's decision to end all access"

The kids \^Iere afraid of him harming them. His behaviour

was bizarre. He tried to break down the door in the

middle of the níght one night. He would yell obscenities

from the front lawn and he used to tell them I was a

whore.

I'm not trying to get back at him. Just let him leave

uS alone. VÍe are always on the lookout for him. Even now'

he drives by the house periodically or we see him lurking

in the back lane" But that's as far as it gets. He doesn't

Iive in Winnipeg all week now, So he'S not around that

much.

5) "I don't speak to him. The only time I speak to him is if

the kids want me to speak to him regarding a plan of

theirs.

I get nowhere with him about money. He claims he doesn't

need to send the money. He feels that I am married¡ the

kids aren't suffering. There ís no need for him to send

money. He makes no effort at all "

He seems to feel no guilt" There are no monthly child

support payments.

I only upset myself when I ask. He does live out of state

so it is very hard to get anything form him. He could hide

whatever he wants to"

I resent it. we all resent their father for that" He

pressures my son about his grades" He has very little
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j.nf luence on my children. He calls usually once a week.

There is no need to catl him" My husband meets their

needs. Fortunately he does live a\,úayr So there is no need

to see him very often. He lured my daughter t'here for a

visit by promisíng to buy her things. so she went

because she wanted new clothes from the States, and it was

very exciting for her. I was in L.A. while she was there

and she catled to ask me to meet her for lunch, because

she was so upset while with him. This I did- "

10) "We have had a difficult relationship, but it is a bit

better now. It has been continual nit-picking'

disagreements, frustrations, aIl the way through"

Both my lawyer and myself have always felt that he is

planning to try to win custody of the children, when they

are the right agê, and this scares me" Although I hope the

children will never decide to live with him, I know it is

a possibility which I must face.

He has a good relationship with the kids, from what I can

see. He ís very reliable, prompt, I never hlorry about them

when they are with him, which is everyother weekend and

Wednesday's for dinner. I know he takes good care of them.

But they are always happy to come home" I know he provídes

them with aspects of life which are not top priority for

my husband and myself, such as sports, and outdoors types

of activities. I guess I should appreciate hím for this '
but f don't.
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He is married to someone of another faith, and when the

kids are with him they get a large dose of another way of

life, which we feel doesn't have to be a part of their

lives. But we know that this is the way it is. This part

is very difficult, because Judaism and maintaining our

heritage is ímportant to us.

Honestly speaking, my husband is such a wonderful father

to them that I often wish he were the only father to them.

It would just make our lives so much simpler" We try to

incorporate my ex into our lives as maturely as we can'

and \^/e try to do the best for the children that vre

possibly can.

He has a bigger influence on my son than my daughter, due

to a shared interest in sports. He certai-nly is a

presence in our lives. He sees them punctually every week,

and does not let his relationship wíth them wane in any

way. "

Conflicts Within RelaL ionshíps

Any vroman in a remarriage often finds herself as a

functioning mediator, within the various relationships which

surround her. Some women find it more of a st,rain than

others do. Vüithin this group of interviewees, 7 women spoke

specifically of the strain which they had experienced. This

vzas due to the conflicts within relationships among theír

f amily members, bet\^7een themselves and thej-r husbands

because of the children ¡ ot the stress felt by one woman in
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paricular because of her relationship with her ex, and how it

carried over to her relationship with her husband-.

Three women salv no problem in this area and therefore

their remarks were not included:

3) "I do feel like I am in the middle periodically. If there

are two slices of bread left and you know your husband

will want some toast before bed, do you give it to your

kid or to your husband?

It's these kinds of things -- do you tell your kids No?"

4) "Many times we tend to get on the defensive in dealing

with certain problems with my kids or his " But we spend a

lot of hours working these problems through."

6) "I feel very torn all the time. I say 'Don't put me in the

middle'. There are a lot of fights" I hope I'm being

fair whatever the outcome is. It's very hard. I wonder

sometimes who should I be more loya1 to? Your husband

expects you to be more loyal to him, but ít is very

difficult, because they are your children, not his.

We went for counsefling once, because we couldn't

all get atong and the general feeling was that it is your

husband whom you are to side with" He should come first.

Sometimes ít is very hard -- you don't always agree with

hin. And after if you choose your children, then what

follows ís a fight. with your husband. By keeping loyal to

himo you avoid that Problem. "

7) See this nuntber within the section entitled "Her Husband's
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Relationship Vüith Her Children" lvith reference to the

conflict between her husband and her son' with its

resultant stress.

I) "I stand accused. I'm always on the witness stand" It's

very difficult. We are not 'The Brady Bunch'. I can't

ans\,ver for everybody, only mysetf " They've accepted that-

I've explained to my husband that íf I do something that

is not up to par, it's not because I'm a mean witch of the

west. I've cautioned him to make all decisions concerning

his son because f don't want to make a decísion I I don't

want to take responsibilít.y for his son and then be

accused later on of not being fair.

we ironed a lot of things out before we got married. If

there's a probtem wi.th my husband and my l<ids, I pulI him

aside and te]l him what I think later, rather than start

anything with the kids involved""

9) "AS I've said before, all our Stresses involve family

relationshíps.

f0) "I really feel caught in the middle of the relationships"

If there is a time where I disagree with my husband's

disciplining of our children, I try to discuss it with him

in private, rather than ín front of the kids. But I would

do this, whether it was the natural father or not-

At one point, I would have said I felt conflict between my

relationship with my ex, and the relationship with my

husband, I used to talk with my ex, and the relationship
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with my husband. I used to talk with my ex at the door'

and then have my husband disagree with how I handled my

êxr and so I would end up arguing with him after

disagreei-ng with my ex. This was awfull But it rarely

happens anymore I guess I'm better with my ex and my

husband is better with me."

Stresses Caused Bv a Remar ried Woman's RoIes

Vfhen a vroman remarries, she is already an ex-wif e, an

ex-daughter-in-1aw, a mother and a daughter" Within her new

marriage, she is once again a wife, possíbly a stepmother'

and a daughter-in-law. These \^7omen were asked how they

managed the various roles and only three confessed to stress

as a result of their role management. They attributed the

stress to exhaustion, problems with an ex-wife or ex-spouset

and heavy feelings of responsibiiity and stepmotherirrg. äer-e

were their responses:

2) "Sometimes I get exhausted. I wísh life were more simple.

I often wish I hadn't complicated my life by getting a

divorce, I sometimes am angry at myself that I couldn't

make the best of that marriage.

I get tired and resentful of my husband's ex-wife calling

at 1:oo a.m. and accusing him of unfair things. when my

ex-husband is mad, ât me and says unfair things about me'

and when his wife who doesn't know me at all says unfair

things about me, wowl she only knows me through him!

If I'm exhausted, I resent that I have to be all these
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things at once. It's like everybody's problems are ours.

There are many things that can go \^zrong. How could I have

thought my fírst marriage was so difficult? We had much

less to deal with -- but I guess we had other problems.

You do exchange one set of problems for another, when

changing marriages, don't you?"

"My only problem is the stepmothering. It is so hard-

I'm ruled by my conscience and I like to do the right

thing. I can see how many wrong things there are and I

feel very badly for hím. Yet everyone thinks I'm doíng

fine with him. I think he's lacking a lot. Sure I've

given him all the things that the eye can see. But the

love and time spent with him that are so important between

mother and chíId are missing and I know it."

"I handte all- my roles. But I oo occasionaiiy ieei so

harried, and so exhausted, that I wísh I could símply take

a breal< from everyone and everythi-ng, and tell them to

leave me alone" Sometimes there are so many sides pulling

at me it seems hard to go on. But I always do. "

Coping Mechanisms of the Remarried Woman

The \^/omen who participated in this study demonstrated

different ways of coping with thej-r new life situation. Five

chose to seek professional counselling at Some point or

another following the break-up of thej-r first marriage" The

remaining five had either dealt with the new stresses almost
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solely by themselves t ot with their spouser or sought the

support and help of family and friends. All ten were

satisfied with the route they had chosen, and were eager to

explain why:

I ) "My husband is the one through the whole thing -- we did

it together. I didn't even talk to girlfriends or family.

He is the one who helped me through it' all."

2) "My sister has been a big support to me, and one of my

girlfriends, my ex-inlaws âs well" I had no professíonal

help. "

3) "We saw psychologists separately, and together, during the

early part of our marriage. He lied to me at first and I

would always catch him" Vle actually saw a "clarification"

counsellor! My spouse's biggest problem was that he lied

to her alt a-Iong when he dídn't have to- I'm the type wÌro

wants to talk and work it out" I wouldn't stand for this.

I don't want my life to be a big Iie.

I have one close Gentíle girlfriend who shared this with

me. She is still my closest frj-end. Yet I don't confide

in her or trust her. I am quíte close-mouthed about my

personal 1ife, "

4) "Professional help T received was invaluable " The Family

Services Assocíation was wonderful " I had no family here

and only one friend who helped a Iot. My feelings \,ì/ere so

strong. The first time the kids went for a weekend with

their father, that níght I couldn't sleep. I wanted to
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jump into the car at 5:oo a.m. and go take my husband and

my kids back home with me from that \nToman's house. My

feelings were amazing. "

5) "I have a sister I could talk to."

6) "I kept a lot to myself. I had one friend at the very end

who r¡/as good to us" She helped us, she talked to uS¿

somebody who was on our side. she let us come to her

house to be together" "

7) "I saw a psychologist through the separation. My parents

were extremely supportive through ít all. My father looked

after me financially, emotionally, everyway. I was one of

the lucky ones. If I ever felt like falting to pieces'

there was always someone there to help pick me up. I was

Iucky. My parents helped me without babying me."

I) "I had no professíonal he1p, and I'I1 tell you why. I've

seen what has happened to some of my friends when dealing

with counsellors and social workers, and common sense has

told me that what they're saying is wrong" I did what I

thought \^/as right. I did what I wanted. And I don't

regret ít.

I have a lot of acquaintances, but only one true fríend, a

very dear friend who was always there for me."

9 ) "Through the separation, I saw a social worlcer who kept me

going. My parents \^/ere wonderful, I had very close

girlfriends and their husbands, who were wonderful to me

in every hray. I was very lucky. For the past year \^7e
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help to us. "
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has been a great

10) "I saw a psychologist, during the first year and a half

after my marriage ended. He was wonderful for he really

put me back together. He sent me back into the world with

confidence and oPtimism.

My parents have always been with me 100% " After the

separation, I could have lived with them ' if I chose to.

I also had two close friends, who were a great help to me'

I must have bored the pants off them those first few weeks

while I cried my heart out -- but they stuck by me to this

very day. I lost a few friends along the way who coulcln't

deal with the new sítuation, or decided to 9o to my ex's

side. But I guess that has to be expected"'

Feminist Versus Traditíonal ldeology

fn tallcing with the women, nine of the ten, although

modern in their outlook, lived very traditional lives. They

shared in a union, where their husbands were the major bread

winners and they were the principle home-makers " Basíc role

definitions were generally upheld and there were no glaring

varj-ations. Only one vroman hzas not involved in a tradítional

marriage, and therefore, she is the concluding entry of thís

segment:

1) No comment"

2) "Our marriage is quite traditional. It is not as romantic
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B)
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e)
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as I hoped it would be but . "

"It is a traditional marriage. He is not handy around the

house, I am responsible for maintenance of the house. He

is not a perfectionist and I am. But things that used to

bother me, don't anymore. Life is too short-"

"We came to the marriage with certain expectations of each

other and we are carrying them out."

"Traditional ! "

"In my first marriage, I wanted to be totally dependent on

my husband. And I had to be. I v/asn't working" The ki-ds

h/ere little. But this marriage, I'm working , T'm bringing

money into the house, so I'm a little more liberated."

"It's a traditional marriage and that's the way I want it

to be. I stay home and look after the kids and the house'

and he goes out to work. I iike my voiunteer wori<r Irì)/

singing with the kids. I'm so happy."

"ft ís a very old-fashioned marriage. I'm more than happy

to look after the home, the family, the social life, etc.

My husband looks after the big responsibilities" That

suits me fine. "

"our marriage is tot.ally traditional " I look after the

kids and the house and do my thing, which right no\Ài is

going to school. My husband works very hard to support

nsr in as grand a style as he can manage""

"Ours is not traditional. It never has been" It' is a

role reversal which is not totally working" I only resent
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when I come home I sti}l have a meal to cook, dishes to do

and laundry to fold. It is working out well, in that he

takes care of the kids and the house. But my husband is

not a housekeeper, the way I would like it to be" But

I've learned that I can't do it all.

My role is to work, cook supper, take over the mother's

role when I come home" His role is the daytime

housekeeping until I come home. He does the cleaning,

carpoolitg, grocery shopping, etc. It is only a partial

reversal, and that is why I'm exhausted. This has always

been going on in this marriage. "

Miscel laneous

The concluding section of this interview questioned the

women about their publíc image in the community" The women

were also asked, what their advice for others about to embark

on a símilar life experience would be.

The Public Imaqe

six of the vüomen felt no slur or lowering of their

public esteem, after the termínation of their fírst marríage.

Three did feel embarrassed and/or -i-nhibited because of the

actual circumstances surrounding their separation' and one

exhibited concern over the fríends she had lost, due to her

separation. Here \^zere the words of these 4 women:

2) "In the beginning I was afraid to go out the front door

because everyone knew about the other \^/oman " It \,úas



difficult in the beginning. But

together I did much better. I Ì^7asn

situation anymore. "

B ) "Vühen I was separated, it wasn't as

today and everyone was talking" I felt

but my friends were fantastic" This

begj-nning. "
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once I got my act

't embarrassed by the

prominent

a little

hras only

as it is

inhi-bited

at the

9) "I was always confident in the communíty. I felt no

slurs, I never hung my head" But I lost a lot of friends

when we separated. I don't really know why, other than

they may have picked sides r of they \^/ere af raid that what

happened to me could happen to them. "

Io) "I never felt a slur in the community, except I felt

ashamed at the beginning, when I knew everyone knew about

--. l^,,-r^o-Ä /o 
^.i r'l f ri anrtr anr{ r f a'l l- \zêr\¡ hrrmi 'l 'i a{- ed about-¡rty lluÞvql¿q È Yr!r!!rv¡¡v

that. what bothered me then is that everyone felt so

sorry for me. They looked at me with tears in their eyes'

and I knew they \^/ere talking about me " Thank heavens, I

started going out and things got better. rl

Summary

It is appropriate to conclude this segment of Chapter IV

by offering the words of advice of these 10 women, to others

about to begin again. These women stressed taking a great

deal of time, and not jumping into remarriage, spending a lot

of tíme and effort \,úith one's children, enjoying the period

of being single, and finally working hard at one's remarriage
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to make it a success. The participants themselves

summarized their entire experíence, sensitively and honestly:

1) "Be sure about hj-s feelings for her and the kids. A new

husband has to take on the husband/father role. It must

be someone that she knows really cares for her, not just a

package deal, but there are separate people to take on. "

2) "Take a lot of things into consideration. Go into a new

relationship with an open mínd, make sure this person has

Ieft all his baggage behind. "

3) "Relax and let it happen" Don't go out looking for it.

Don't have an idea in your mind of what you want. If you

do, it will take forever. Things have ways of working

out. tt

4) "Take your time. Go for counselling -- group therapy is

prefera-bJ-e to private. "

5) "Don't date too fast. Take it slow. Stay home and worry

about your children because they need you most.''

6) "The whole thing is very hard. Financially, it is the

hardest and not everybody is the type who can make it on

their ov'/n. "

7) "Don't get so excited about being married again. Make

y6ur Own life, make SUTS you Are A persqn On yOUr O\iì7nr not

a walking wounded. I{eal yourself f irst" Don't rush into

anything. Date for the experience of meeting new people'

not for looking for a husband. Get as much education aS

you possibly can, so you can support yourself. value
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icing. "

8) "Don't rush" It doesn't matter when

no rush. Don't panic. That's the

of women make. They marry whomever
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everyone else is the

you remarry" There's

biggest mistake a lot

comes along. That's

when there are problems"

9) "Take you.r time and enjoy your independence. It's a 1on9,

hard, tunnel but there is a light at the end of it. It's

scary. You will reach a. poínt where you do feel good

about yourself. If you get involved in a relationship, do

it slowly and carefully. It's not greener on the other

side. Take some time to know yourself. You have to

overcome your f ear of the unkno\t7n. Never be ashamed.

Remarríage is darn hard, it's not easy, it's not a piece

nf ¡rl¡a ha r.r'i I I nn{- qn] r¡o ¡ I I \r.lì'rr nrokr] êms - Yorr -ìtlst-
f-- -- J -"- '

excha-nge one set of problems for another. But now you can

cope better" It needs lots of encouragement. Don't think

about leaving when angry -- re-evaluate instead. You must

have a lot of communication loecause there is anger coming

from many places""

10) "Be careful " Take your time. Realíze just because you

remarry you haven't solved all your problems and you-r life

will be ideal. Every relationship has new stress areas, a

new marrj-age is hard, and you have to work at ít" You have

to be prepared to deal with issues that come uP, but

hopefully, you are more able to deal with these things



than in the first marriage" Give the new marriage

of thought and discussion. The second marriage has

more invotved, Lhan simply sexual passion" A lot

talking, understandíng, because there are so many

to work through. Never take marriage for granted

can fail as easily as the first."

11r

a lot

a lot
more

issues

ir

FinaI Comment

The 10 interviews proved to be a very moving and educa.-

tional experience for this wríter. The \¡iomen $lere warmt

receptive, individuals, who welcomed the interviewer into

their homes and their lives most graciously"

The most interesting result of the interviewing is the

discrepancy between what the women said whíle on tape' versus

their con\-/ersa-tion w-i-t=h t-he inLerviewer after the "intervíew"

\,üas over" The \{omen tried Very hard to impress the ínter-

viewer with the success of theír remarriagesr whíIe the

interview was in progress. Perhaps there was a tendency to

stress the bright side, butr âs the questions continued and

became more open, the women seemed to unwind, becoming more

specific and less unrealistic and rosy, even on tape. Many

began by stating they had no problems at aII, and that they

probably would not have much to contribute to the tape.

Howeverr âs the tape progressed, the women tended to become

more and more relaxed, to such an extent, that once the

interview \,vas completed, they often began to retell many of
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their answers with much more honesty and candor. Often Lhe

Iast cup of coffee continued longer than the interview had.

fn essence, it Seems aS if many of the women were afraid to

admit that this marriage is also not perfect, and that they

are dealing with stresses, and coping with problems, in this

marriage, too.
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CËIAPTER V

Conclusions and Implications of the Study

Many remarried women come to their marital

relationships with theír natural children in tow. They are

willing to tackle a new marital situation, complete with a

host of fresh relationships and complicated stresses " They

appear confident and optimistic about their future, and they

are not frightened by ex-spoLlsesr stepchildren' new families,

and community exPectations.

Through the overview of the literature, as well as the

conducting of the 10 interviews, this writer has attempted to

present a clear presentatíon of the life of a remarried woman

in contemporary society. The intense focus is upon her

em.otional- rel-a-tionshíp with her husband, her children, his

children (where applicable) r her ex-spouse' her extended

famíIy and society at large. It has been this writer's

intention, thrat the body of this study provide a worthwhile

statement concerning the reality of a remarried woman'S life

situatíon.
It is important to note that this writer is also a

remarried woman who is liv-ing with her second husband and has

custody of her natural children" This fact should allow the

reader to understand the perspective of this study and the

interaction of the interviewer and interviewees, in a clearer

light. The status of this writer aS a remarried woman has
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findings as
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influenced her reactions to the literature

well as to the ínterview data.

Conclusions

Motivation For Remarriage

Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum (1977) t Williams and Ohern

(Ig7g) , Shamgar-Handelman (1982 ) and Sager et aI ( 1983 ) '
stated that the promise of a caring and loving relationship'

as well as the desire and need to be with a specífic person,

are prime motivatj-ons for remarriage" The women who were

interviewed are in agreement. They spoke of their

motivation for remarriage strictly in terms of Iove, sharíng

of interests and goals, and the need to be wj-th a specific

person. Only 5 spoke of a "father figure" for their
¡hi'l Äran n1t- lrnrrrrh Shemcrer-T:Ianrlelman's studv (1982 ) placed

t e- * - --'--r

great relevance on such a motivation.

The need for more social acceptance in certain groups of

our society does not seem to be a reason for remarriaget

according to any of the intervie\^Iees, al-though Vüilliams and

Ohern (L979) and Sager et al (1983) felt it is a definite

factor in remarriage.

Researchers' for example Ambert (1980)' and Mott and

Moore (1983), assumed a dichotomy between marriage, and high

to low economic stabilit.y" Although they found that many

women consider remarriage a chance to gain financial security

for themselves and their children, the 10 partícipants of
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this study, â11 members of the middle class' did not agree.

Seven \^zomen h/ere not high Ì,üage earners at all, being able to

hold down sales or secretarial positions ' and the renÌaining 3

\dere in the nursing and teaching prof essions " Vühether they

had planned to continue working after their remarriage' or

not, seemed of no consequence during the ínterviews, and'

therefore, it was safe to assume that continuing to work

played lit.tle or no part in their decision to remarry.

WeIl-Being Among Remarried Women

The 10 women \^/ho were interviewed have verbal:-zed many

of the findings of Glenn and Weaver (L977), Weingarten

(1980), and Spanier and Furstenberg, Jr. (1982). These \4romen

as a group were happy in theír present lives and thought that

they were gaining a great deal from their second union.

êl ann nnr:l lrrlo¡r¡or ( 1q77 ) f elt that t¡r/omen ín f emafriages

are apt to overreport their marital happiness in remarriage.

As mentioned previously, the 10 intervie\,,¡ees díd begin by

describing their marriage in the most glowing terms ' only to

become more honest wíth the interviewer as time progressed.

Weingarten (1980) had íllustrated that remarried persons

are scoring above average in such aspects of their remarriage

as their sexual relationship, Lhej-r parenting, and their

overall feeling of happiness and current wetl-being. The 10

\domen did not mention their sexual relationshíp as a problem

area, 7 spoke of the closeness of their relationships with

their natural children' and I firmly expressed an overall
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Furstenberg, Jr. ( 1982 ) also

findíngs and the oPinions of

overall feelings of well-being.
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well-being. Spanier and

concurred with Weingarten's

the interviewees on their

The MaritaI Relationship

As prevíously stated, remarried women appear to be

confident about the demands placed upon them by their

remarriage relationships" According to Jesse Bernard (I956)

willingness on the part of the divorced to work hard at

making the second marríage a success is a significant factor"

Whatever the motivation may be, the interview results stated

that remarried women are willing to work at their marriages,

and they real ízed, that a remarriage must never be taken for

granted. The reality of remarriage for them, was a

combination 6f hard- work and dedícation in order to see the

various new relationships flourish.

Duloerman (1975) reported on her work wíth remarríed

couples. She found most couples very much aware of the state

of their relationship, they are apprecíative of a good

relationship, and theír major problems are apt to be child-

rearing and money. According to the women who \,Íere

interviewed, childrearing, ín particular "stepchildrearing",

was the major problem of a remarriage. In fact, these \^/omen

were quicle to add, that blended famili.es which consist solely

of the wornan's natural chj-ldren wíth no stepchildren, are at

a decided advantâ9êr and are usually happier.
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Duberman's other variables also mírrored the results of

the ínterviews, as evidenced by the following:

a) college educated remarried women are slightty less

satisfied with their second marriages than those with high

schoor or less education' see #9, +l1o in "overall

Feeling of Well-Being"

b) Age is not a factor.

c) The length of a previous marriage is not a factor.

According to Rosenbaum and Rosenbaum (1977 ) and Jean

Baer (Lg72) | the relationship between a man and a woman is a

Iove relationship, which must be kept alive through trust'

communication, and understandíng. These are keys to success

ín a remarriage. All 10 women spoke of these feelíngs and

more, in theír discussion of their marital relationships.

The i nterna-1" pressures on the remarried couple aS

discussed by the researchers in the review of the literature

in Chapter 11 are in agreement with the interviewees'

findings. The women concluded that children and fina-nces '
previous familial relationships of mother and child' past

bonding, differences j-n life-style, and the relationship with

an ex-husband or ex-wife' v7ere, potential areas of stress and'

negativity in remarriage. Their feelings concurred v¿ith the

findings of Maddox (I975), Messinger (I976), Mayleas (L977),

Goetting (Lg7g) t and Williams and Ohern (1979) t to name a

few.

The external pressures on the remarried couple did not
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seem as important to the 10 intervieweesr âs Simon (1964) and

Vj-sher and Visher (I979 ) felt. they \^rere. These women appeared

very comfortable with extended family and community reaction

to their new life situation, whatever the reaction might be.

They seem to have adapted very well to the expectations

placed upon them by various onlookers, and \^7ere not

f rustrated by \n/hatever came their way.

The Remarried V{oman and Her Natural Children

In conclusion all l0 women spoke of the closeness of

their relationships with their natural children" They have a

love and a trust which has long since been established, and

which does not seem to suffer or díminísh, because of the

addition of stepchildren, either on a part or full-time
1..¡ e'i c

Problems may exist in the new husband's relatíonship

with his wife's children from her previous marriage. The

two women who presented their husband's relationships with

their children as problematic agree with Satir's (L972)

opinions on past bonding with the actual father' and Simon's

(Lg64) feeling that a child who looks too much like his

natural father t ot acts too much like him, can antagonize his

stepfather and his motherr âs weII. Simon's statement that a

child's attachment to his natural father, ffiäY bar the

stepfather from being anything other than the mother's sílent

husband, was re-iterated by number 7 and 9 of the interviewees.
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The Remarried !'Ioman's Rela!¿g¡t¡ltipJrlh

A woman's relationship with her ex-spouse may be

negative or positive. Lowe (1970) cited money as the biggest

impediment to decent, well-mannered, relationships between

ex-spouses. Woman #5 discussed this problem in her negative

appraisal of her ex-spouse"

Duberman (L975) , and Mayleas (1977 ) t spoke of the

negativity of the ex-spouse relationship, and they advise to

avoid it, rather than attempt to improve it. Three of the

interviewed women saw theír ex-husbands aS negative aspects

within their remarriage"

The remaining seven women showed an accepting, positive,

attitude toward their ex-spouses (Visher and Vísher, I979¡

Ahrons., 1981 ) - According to the seven lrTomen who were

positive about their ex's, the further the time a\day from the

divorce, the more peaceful the ex-spousal relationship.

The Remarried Woman's Relat'ionshi with FIer
Extended F Iy an Commun tV

The 10 women who were interviewed attributed very titt,le

consequence to their extended families and the community"

Seven women claimed comfortable relationships with nev/

grandparents and new families. They felt both they and their

children had been accepted beautifully' and placed very

Iittle prominence on the existence of these relationships "

According to Maddox (1975) , Messinger (L976), and Noble and
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Nob1e (1977 ) , the success of these relationships can produce

important repurcussions ín a blended family, and the results

of the ínterviews indicate, that the extended family can

either be a support or hindrance to the remarríed unit.

The \^lomen also spoke very littIe about problems in the

community. ff there are a host of invisible pressures placed

upon a remarried woman, by the assorted factions of a

community, then these women did not mention them. The women

reported alI extended family and community relationships as

unimportant in the day to day goings on within their blended

families. It is possible that the questions the interviewer

posed did not elicít a detailed response from the

intervier¡rees, and perhaps, deeper probing míght have produced

more specific díscussion on the topic.
¡Fha Þamrrri oÄ TnTamnn .ãq, S teom,other

Eight. of the 10 remarried women who were interviewed were

natural mothers as well as stepmothers. One was a stepmother

in name only, because both she and her husband have no

contact with his daughter from his previous marriage. One

spoke glowingly of her relationship with her 6 year old

stepson, a boy who came to her after 4 years of being raised

by housekeepers, due to his mother's death. However, the

remaining 6 women, whether functioníng as part-time or full-

time stepmothers/ indícated. that stepmothering was the most

difficult area of theír ne\^/ life sítuation. It was the most

sensitive spot to deal wj-th , filled with the greatest
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uncertainty, and lack of confídence. The women were quick to

admit that they did not expect ínstant love from their

stepchildren, nor did they return that feeling. The word

"friend" came up often during the interviewing and one woman

in particular spoke at great length about the inadequacies of

her role.
These women were in complete agreement with Anne Simon

(L964) | who reported that a stepmother cannot compete with

the natural mother-child bonding which has predated the

affiliation with a stepchild, and with Jean Baer (1972), who

stated that a stepmother does not need to love her

stepchildren as her own/ but ratherr âs they pertain to the

husband's needs, feelings, and the marital rel-ationship. The

words of the interviewees also mirrored the findings of

indi.¿iduaLs sueh a-s,. T,owe (197O) ' Maddox (1975) ' and Kompara

(I9BO), who spoke of the complexities of steprelationships'

the lack of clarity in roles adjustment, and the

importance of the passage of time well spent, in the

cementing of a steprelationship between woman and child.

A number of studies have mentíoned the most common prob-

lem areas of stepmothering to be disciplining the children'

and having unrealistic expectations of instant love and

instant familial feelings (Lowe I I97O; Kalter I I979; Williams

and ohern, 1979¡ Kompara, LSBO). The findings of the

interviews do not necessarily agree with these studies. Ït

is possible that the clinical intervention sought by five of
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the women, brought a new perspecti-ve to coping with the

probl.ems of stepmothering. Although the women díd speak of

discipline problems, they were very realistic about the type

of feelings that flow within the steprelationship, and never

did they seem to expect instant love or famílial feelings.

The women appeared quite realistic about their stepchildren

and their place within the new family.

Only one woman spoke of the "stepmother stereotyPê",

which is discussed in the work of Radomisli (1981) and

others. She described herself as not being the "wicked witch

of the west" stepmother, that she míght appear to be. The

women also agreed with Espinoza and Newman (L979), and Ambert

(1980), that the best time to become a stepmother is when the

children are young, before they have formed loyalties and

attachnnents. Again,- one of the women spoke in detail of the

problems involved in raísing a stepson who has permanently

joíned her family, ât age L2.

Thus, in conclusion, stepmotheríng is a demanding role

for any woman to fill. It is unanimous that a woman who comes

to a remarriage with only her natural children to raise ís at

a definite advantage for that is one less stress upon the

entire relatíonship" Despíte the fact that stepmothering

maintains the potential of being a rewarding relationship, it

rarely seems to reach fruition"
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Overall Conclusion and Implicatíons

Women who have custody of theír natural chj-ldren and are

involved ín a remarríage are virtually ignored as a topíc in

today's psychological and sociologicl literature. Throughout

this study, the remarried woman's emotional relationships

with her husband, her children, his children, her ex-spouse'

her famíIy and society at large, have been examined as

closely as possible"

Generally, the findings of the researchers and

clínicians who have devoted Some time to this area' are in

solid- agreement with the reality depicted by the intervíew

results. It must be borne in mind that the group of \^Iomen

who have been interviewed, are not a random sample of our

society, but rather a select group (which has partially

rrnrlarrrrrna nrnf oqqi rrne'l r':orrnsc'l I'i no) - nresent-i no nart-icular
-----J. t t---*-_----_-J !--_

points of view. These points of view may be heavily rooted

in their predominantly Jewish background, Winnipeg upbrínging

and middle class social status. Perhaps the few places where

they do disagree with the literature findings n for example,

reasons for remarriagerand the relationship with ex-spouse

and extended families, are due to a particular life style

produced by one type of upbringing. Therefore, one must be

aware, that if the women had been more randomly selected from

aIl strata of society, perhaps the results of the interviews

would have been more varied. For example, would simí}ar

results have been yielded from interviews with a group of
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lower class women?

However, the assets of this writer's interview technique

must not be overlooked. Sensitivity to individual

differences, open-ended questioning, the ability to promote

clarification, body language, and less tendency for the

interviewees to maintain an attitude of "trying to look

good,', atl contributed to the realism of the datar âS well as

its impact.

It j-s this same format, which may possibly have limited

the findings of this study. As mentioned previously, socio-

economic status is a critical variable in remarriage

research, and this study is límited strictty to middle class

Winnipeg women. As welI, half the sample have received

counselling which has changed their perceptions' and perhaps

their bel-ief s,- a-bor-rt- remarríage. Final11" the fact that the

interviev/ees know the similarity of background of the

interviewer, wj-th their ovln' may also have inf luenced the

nature of their responses "

Nevertheless, the conclusíons and overall implications

of this study are obvious. Remarried women as depicted by

the interview findings and literature data I aîe happy and do

not regret their decision to begin again. They are strong

and capable individuals, who shoulder a major responsibility

when undertaking this new life situation. T'hey attempt to

create a happy family for themselves, their new husbands, and

their children. They deal with the emotional well-being of
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all members of their familíes, and are undaunted by whatever

stresses or pressures may be present"

They have put asíde their previous marriages, and have

reorganized their lives, first independently, and then as

remarried women. They have not given up their individuality

or personal goal attaj-nment, privately or professionally,

despite being ínvolved in tradítional marriages.

This study índicates that there are many positíve

adjustments within a remarriager âs well as problem areas.

The positive aspects especially appear in the personal

relationshíps of husband and wife, mother and chj-ldr âs well

as husband and stepchild. Negative or problem areas center

around stepmothering, conflicts within relationships ¡ ot

problems wíth an ex-spouse" In this study' money has not been

considered a problem area, and areas such as age at time of

remarriage or length of previous marríage, have not been

considered key factors "

Today's remarried woman is in a marria.ge líke any other.

The difference for her lies in the fact that there are more

areas to be dealt with, than in a first marriage, and more

retationships to understand. Suffice it to say that any

marríage, be it first, second or third, is a unique relation-

ship between two people which must be worked at in order to

be successful. Of the I0 women who have been interviewed, 5

spoke of professional counselling in order to help deal with

some of their problems. For many people this is the ans!\ler"
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remarriage, is

whatever t.heir

nature and wherever they occur.

Final Recommendatíons

This study indicates that there are many areas of the

blended family yet to be explored. More research is needed

on the topic of the remarried couple and theír adjustment'

but especially on the woman who brings her natural children

to the remarriage" Future research should be less reliant on

self-report and more willing to utílize objectíve measurement,

such as behavioral testing.
Specific questions to be dealt with through further re-

search are, for example, how does the socio-economic status

of oifferent women infiuence the:-r responses? How should one

account for the high rate of divorce for second ma-rriages or

the fact that major studies on the topic have shown that

there is greater stress and ambivalence in second marriagest

than in first? Could this high rate of dívorce for second

marriages be connected to financial or child-raisi.ng reasons,

or to the length of the remarriage, or the complexities of

inter-relationships with ex-spouses? How do these findings

compare with research concerning the adjustment of children

to separation and remarriage? Is ít possible that women who

bring their natural children with them to their remarriage,

do not have the problems of women who alternate custody t ox
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have lost their children completely? Should a comparison

study be conducted on women who have received professional

counselting versus, those who have not? All of these areast

are possible jump-off points from this study.

Apart from the research, this study also suggests that

members of the blended families of today require a variety of

counselling or self-he1p groups with which to fulfiI1 their

needs. Groups dealing with blended family issues , for

exampler the presence of the ex-spouse, stepparenting, and

stepsiblings, a place in the community, the advent of a child

together, would be of great value to many remarried men and

\Àromen who are stumbling toward successful blended family

relationships "

Thus I a premarital training program for people about to

enter a remarriage is highly recommended. Both men and women

should be aware of the realities of a remarriage, rather than

viewing it as a real life "Brady Bunch".

Then too, this writer recommends a longitudinal study

examing the various stages of a remarriage throughout its

lifetime. The results of this type of study would be a great

asset, when analyzing assorted findings and opinions of

current researchers on the topic of remarriage.

In retrospect, this wríter should have handled the

beginning of this sttldy in a more specific way" The top:lc

could have been more refinedr more concentrated on one or two

aspects of remarriage relationships, rather than attempting
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to run the gamut. The women who \^iere interviewed would have

been presented with one or two specific topics, with which

they would have been free to deal, rather than the open slate

they were handed in this study. In essence, they would have

been directed more to a certain area, than was the case.

Then too, whether they had received professional counselling

or not, would have been a major issue, not an aside, and

perhaps it would have been wíser to purposefully select a

random sample of women, from all walks of life, rather t.han

the select group which comprísed the interview sample"

From having completed this study, this wríter would

advise future researchers to be aware ínitially of the amount

of literature written on his or her unique aspect of

remarriage before beginning the actual research" It is very

difficult to review literature which barely exists, and it is

very frustrating to be unable to unearth matería1 whích has

been written but is unavailable at this place or time. As

well, a future researcher should keep his topic as specific
as possible, using fewer specific questions in his interview,

rather than a greater number of nebulous ones. It is this

writer's opinion however, that her interview approach was

well-receíved, and and such would be the case with people

from any socio-economic-stratum, i"f confronted with an

informal and relaxed- interview situation"

As the years progress, women in remarried relationships

will be more and more prevalent in contemporary society. It
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Thesis 'in Educational
Remarri ed Rel atì on sh j PS

and
be

to
'in

Æe
@E

dffiÆffif!rL\æ
@

Dear

I am completing mY Master's
Psychol ogy on the topi c 9f . "[¡Jomen In
Invol vi n!- f frei r Natural Chi l dren.'.

I require your permi ssion to tape-record an interview
w'i th yor. All ¿âta recorded w'ill be totally anonymous' The

iupô-i.Corded i nterview wi I I be erased by.me no I ater than
sji weeks fo1 lowing the tape-recorded session '

Al I tape-recorded ì nf ormat'ion w'i I I be conf identi al
anonymous, irill be revìewed so'l e1y by myseìf,. and wjll
uiuA"only-as the anecdota'l component of nly thesis.

the
thi s

By executi ng thi s f orm, Vou w'i I I have agreed
above. Thank you very much for your co-operati on
nro iect ^

Rhonda KravetskY




